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General Rojas executed five more
men while here for alleged offense
Rosa-llof a trivia! character,
Henundei and iJeutenant Ciprl-anAmador being amon them.

CHARGED

PROSECUTOR

CAMPAIGN ALONG MEXICAN NORTHWESTERN.
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Rebel March Into Sonora.
Madera, Chihuahua, Mex., July 17.
Having looted the Madera Lumber
company's store houses of $25,000
worth of goods and robbed scores of
foreigners of horses and saddles, the
rebel command of General Antonio
Rojas, a company comprising 1,000,

started westward today tnrough the
state of Sonora for Guayamas and

Pacific coast points. The troops headed for Dolores where a mountain pass
leads Into the state of Sonora. Their
entrance will not be unopposed as 0
Maderista volunteers are reported
to he awaiting the rebels' invasion.
Friction with Americans and. foreigners here has been at the bursting
point for several days. Horses and
supplies were commandeered by he
rebels but ordered returned by Gen-ra- l
Rojas, only to nave rebel soldiers
sneak Into the stables and ride away
with them, against the order of their
chieftain.
The soldiers protested at they
needed mounts and dOO of them will
have to travel afoot unless horses
can be procured on the way. General
Emllio Campa, who was imprisoned
was released today
iy General Rojas,
and started westward with 300 follow,
ers. The reason of the arrest is as
yet unexplained as is the mysterious
order for the destruction of the railroad. It developed that General RoOrozco's
jas refused to obey General Northorder to tear up the Mexican
western from' Madera northward and
to
jailed Campa who had bean sent
co the work. .When Orozco rescinded
the order, Campa was released. Indications are that Rojas has started
on an expedition of loot independent
of Orozco.
Federal troops have advanced to
San Antonio, on the Mexican Northwestern 87 miles northwest of Chihuahua City and 113 miles sor.th of
Madera. The country south of Madera is being destroyed . and many
traveling to
Americans wwho""were
Chihuahua from Juarez are marooned
10,-00-

-

'

cided to avoid complications.
A column of 500 rebels under Colonel Miguel Gamboa has left Madera
for Alamosa and other towns. Another detachment of 600 insurrectos under Colonel Luis Fernandez already
has entered the same part of the state.
From federal sources In Sonora comes
the Information that General Sanjlnes
the government commander, will be
reiuforced today by more troops from
Agua Prleta, bringing his forces up
to nearly 1,500 men.
.

Washington, July 17. Copies of a
proclamation by some of General
men, charging that the rebel
leader has $15,000 in 1 Paso banks
and is preparing to go into the United States to enjoy" it, have been received by the 'Etate department.
uepredations by 3,000 rebels con-,- l
centrated near Cuat Moreloa have
been reported.
Extreme agitation exists among the
American and other foreign citizens
along the line of the Mexican Northwestern railroad as a result of the retreat of the insurgent army li that
direction. No "serious trouble is expected, however.as long as the United
States adheres to its present policy
of strict neutrality and the Mexican
armies confine themselves to commandeering necessary suppl'e.' and
transportation.
It is pointed out here that the people in that section of Mexico now are
undergoing the same annoyance and
distress that was suffered for many
element in the
weeKs fcy
state of Chihuahua along the line of
the Mexican Central railroad. It is
part of the fortunes of "war and so
long as American citizens do not. suffer actual violence they must reet
content with a knowledge that they
will he amply repaid for any pecuniary loss inflicted on them as a result of the rebellion.
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New York, July 17. A fourth ar
rest in the case of the gambler, Herman Rosenthal,
who was shot to
death yesterday just before he was
to testify regarding charges o gam
with the same marble the entire
bling graft against the police, was
of the 78 Corinthian pilaster?.
length
made tbday when
Louis
Webber,
cost will run into at least $600,000
The
known in the underworld as "Bridand the public will be appealed to for
gey", was brought to police headquarsubscriptions. The pope himself and
i .
ters,
Cardinal Rampolla have already made
to
the police,
Webber, according
ran a gambling house Jn opposition to large gifts toward the work, which
not be completed for another half
Rosenthal about three years ago and may
'
century.
had incurred the murdered gambler's
enmity. While the feud between the
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
two men was on, Webber's home was
house toWashington, July
dynamited, the police said, and his day passed the 1)111 to create a departjaw broken by a man known as ment of labor, the secretary of which
"Tough Tony." District Attorney shall hav a place in the cabinet The
Whitman believes that the police sys measure
long has been pressed by ortem, "as it is familiarly known," was
It now goes to the
ganized labor.
largely, if not directly, responsible senate.
for the slaying of Rosenthal, who 'ind
professed his intention to make further charges that certain of ths po- FOUR MORE CIIAIGES
lice were grafting on gamblers.
Whitman sa'i lufl!X.
JliBfiE
that he would proceed with the nuid
jury, investigation into the oharscs
made by Rosenthal.
HANFORD MUST STAND INVESTIIt was reported that Ros wthal
GATION FOR FIVE ALLEGED
gave the public prosecutor the names
OFFENSES
of three men who had to be "seen"
by the gamblers before they could do
Seattle, Wash., July 17. The houso
business. One of them, is said to be jud'e'ary
when It met
'
a former city official, snothcr a po- to
Jay, had before it as unfinished
lice department official and a third business four charges against United
holding a clerical position In the po- States District Judge Cornelius H.
lice department.'
Hanford beside the drunkenness ac
cusation, concerning which testimony
probably will be taken until the very
YOAKUM TO FIGHT.
end of the hearing.
Albuquerque, N. M., July. 7. DirecThe other four charges, on all of
tor Mark Levy of the ' New Mexico which It is expected evidence will be
Athletic club today received a tele- heard today, are: that the Judge algram from Tom Naylon, who is in lowed excessive fees to the receivers
Kansas City, saying all arrangements and attorneys In the "fisheries" recelv.
had, been completed for, the twenty-roun- ershlp; that the judge sought to sell a
battle between Phil Knight of salmon can Invention while litigation
that town and Stanley Yoakum of Al- over a similar device was
pending in
At Knight's request the his
buquerque.
that he appointed profescourt;
date was made July 30 instead of sional receivers and allowed excessive
July 25. The Kansas City hoy wishes fees In Seattle bankruptcy cases, and
to spend at least ten days in Oils al
that he denied Justice to Ell Melovlck,
titude in order to get Into the best a laborer whose arm was torn off
by
possible shape. Jack Hanley, mana- machinery belonging to a large corpo-ratioger for Yoakum, today agreed to perby which Melovlck was emmit Knight to weigh in at 135 pounds
ployed.
"Mant-toat 3 o'clock. Yoakum is still in
drinking buttermilk and .eating
corn bread on his aunt's ranch. That
the Dallas Iron Man will be in the
TODAY IN CONGRESS
,
best shape of his career when he
is
face
to
Knight
steps into the ring
The battle
a foregone conclusion.
between these two lightweights will
Washington, July 17. Senate: Conbe a scrap to the fininsh and no mis vened at 11 a. m.
Considered sundry civil appropriatake. Neither man has ever been
knocked oft his feet In his life. tion bills after an attempt was made
Knight has a terrible reputation for to force consideration of the wool tarknocking men out in the first round iff bill. Foreign relations committee
with a swift punch to the jaw. There authorized favorable report on resois little fear, however, that "Soakum lution to inveslgate the fomenting or
Yoakum" will get caught with that encouraging of Mexican resolutions
kind of a maneuver. Director Levy or Cuban revolutions.
of the N. M. A. C, is considerably
Adopted resolution to inquire into
enthused because of the success in the purchase of Monticello, Jeffermatching Knight and Yoakum and son's old home.
Conferees agreed to bill requiring
believes it will be a great card for
local fight fans. As a preliminary monthly census reports on the amount
to the main event the Congo Kid will of spot cotton on hand.
meet Young Jeffries of San FrancisHouse convened at noon. Passed
co. The wise ones say that the Con- bill to create a department of labor.
go will meet his mattch in the boy Considered industrial relations com
from the Golden Gate, who is already mission bill.
in training for the bout.
Secretary Wilson categorically de
nied before " agricultural committee
Representative Akln's charges that his
son was connected with an irrigating
ST. LOUIS METAL
St. Louis, July 17! Lead, quiet, 4.65. project because of the secretary's Influence.
Snelter, quiet, 7.05.

throughout the state. In addition to
transacting considerable routine business the convention will discuss a
wide range of topics affecting the in
terests of organized labor.

SMITH JOINS

--

ROOSEVELT PARTY
PRESIDENT
MAKES
APPOINTMENTS TO FILL VACANCY
IN DEPARTMENT.

President
Washington, July
Taft today sent to the senate the
nominations of Sherman P. Allen of
Vermont, to be assistant secretary" of
the treasury and Luther Conant, Jr,'
of New York, to be commissioner of
corporations. The latter succeeds
Herbert Knox Smith, who resigned to
Join Colonel Roosevelt's new party.
Carny Thompson of Ohio, tne fourth
secretary President Tatt has had at
the White House, was at his new job
early this morning, though his nomination had not yet been sent to the
'
,
senate.
Conference Put Off.'
A conference
between Colonel
Roosevelt and Herbert Knox Smith,
the retiring commissioner of corporas
tions, to outline the scope of the
participation in the new party"
campaign has been postponed from1,
Friday In New York to Saturday at
;
Oyster Bay.
17.
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THIS CHORUS GIRL HAS
VARIED EXPERIENCES
ETHEL CONRAD, WHO SHOT AT
STOKES, IS CHLOROFORMED
IN GOTHAM STREET
New York, July 17. Miss Ethel Congirl, who with
rad, the chorus
Lillian Graham, was tried and acquit-td- e
several months ago of attempting
to murder W. E. D. Stokes, the mlV
lionalre hotel man, is a patient today
at a hospital to which she was brought
after being found uncnosclous, according to the police In a vacant lot In
the upper West Side.
It was said that a choroformed
handkerchief was bound over her
mouth and her hands and feet were
tied with a rope. She told the hospital
authorities that after leaving a sub
way station last night. she had been
followed by a man and that her mind
"suddenly went blank." The young
woman refused to tell her name until
identified by Miss Graham.
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Harder
M-
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William

F. Shenhan

TO CONSIDER THE

of

TARIFF BEFORE

the democratic national executive
committee in 1904 will tesiify.

MONEY

CLOSE

THAT ACCOUNT8, HE DECLARES,
FOR REPUBLICAN FUND
OF $1,655,518.25.

WOOD WINS TITLE.
Denver, Colo., July 17. Warrsa K.
Wood of the Homewood
Golf
Chicago, who led the field of 98 play- DEMOCRATS FORCE REPUBLICANS
ers yesterday In the qualifying round
TO CONSIDERATION OF REwith a score ot C9, today defeated
MAINING BILLS
Mason Phelps of Chicago, a forme!
champion, 6 up and 4 to, play in the

clt,

match for the amateur THREATS
CAMPAIGN first
UTILIZED
ARE
championship of the Western Golf association.
The weather was cloudy
MONEY ACCEPTED,
and threatening with a slight cold SENATOR SIMMONS 8AYS OTHER

1303

THE
TRUST

THOUGH

e

MUCH WAS OFFERED, SAYS OFFICIAL.

STEEL TRUST

MEN

UP

DUG

THOUGH THEY DID NOT DO SO AS
MEMBERS OF THAT CORPORATION.

Washington,

July

17.

Postmaster

the

General Hitchcock today told

sen-

ate committee investigating campaign
contributions of 1904 and 1908 that
the records of the funds used in
President Taft's election as filed in
Albany, N. Y., were absolutely cor
rect and that he could not supple
ment the reports by testimony. Mr.
Hitchcock said the total collected
through various agencies of the committee in 1908 was $1,65,518.25. Of
this amount $620,150 was collected in
various states and handled by the
local state committees. The latter
sum never was turned into the treas
ury of the repuDlican national com'
mlttee although that committee kept
account of it. Mr. Hitchcock promised to furnish the investigation committee with copies of the- - financial
records of the campaign, ino contribution was received from a corporation,
Mr. Hitchcock said, because congress
had just passed a law prohibiting it.
He told of the only near contribution
he could remember bavin Tejected.
offered by General Coleman
Dupont of Delaware, actively assisting in fhe management of the cam;
paign, and amounted to vu.000.
"I turned it over to the treasurer,
George R. Sheldon, began Mr. Hitch
cock. "When I turned it over 1 told
Mr. Dupont I did not think we could
accept it because the government had
a civil suit against a corporation m
which he, was interested, l instructed the treasurer to return it and he
did so.".

sire to ask about the conneociot. ot
home contributors with corporations
after examining the treasurer s books
Mr. Hitchcock was excused.
Tomorrow

FRIENDS GAVE

NO

I

CITY EDITION.

HITCHCOCK

IN

I

!

Doing, Beat Wishing;
But It's Much

TELEGRAPH eERVICE

WIRE

ST. PETERS BEAUTIFIED
Rome, July 17. The marble work
ers will soon begin to make aamnwr
and chisel chip under the souudlng
vaults of St Peter's. The time chosen
for completing the Interior of the fa
mous church, according to original de
sign, is well chosen In that it coincides with the sixteenth centenary of
the recognition of ChrlstlanitTby the
Emperor Constantine, who laid the
foundations of the former church of
St. Peter's.
The present cathedral was erected
on the site of the old one, and some
of the original foundations remain.
St. Peter's, though 135 years In
building, was never fully completed.
The fauade was only finished under
the Borghese Pope Paul V, a hundred
years after the Interior had, been commenced, and each succeeding pope,
notably Clement VIII, added to the
decorations originally planned. Rich
marbles and mosaics grew In the
course of centuries round the altars,
on the pilasters, and high up in the
statues
golden dome the colossal
which adorn the niches were added
one by one In the course of 300 yeafi.
Fifty years ago, under Pope Plus
IX., the task was begun of substituting Carrara marble for stone in the
pediments of the great pilasters of
the nave. Now ?t remains to clothe

-

WISCONSIN LABOR FEDERATION
ShfiliCjrgan,
Wis., July 17. Sheboygan ia entertaining during the remain,
der of .this week the annual convention of the Wisconsin State Federation of Labor. The attendance includes representatives of labor bodies

KNOX

HAS

FOR MULATED

HIKE

i--

H

v
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Must Protect Foreigner
Juan i, Mex., July 17. 'With tnstruc
TO
Hons from General Pascual Orosco
,
not to molest foreigners, General Inei
Salazar left here today for Casas
REBEL
GENERAL
IS SAID TO Grandes to resume command of rebel
the Mexican
HAVE TIDY SUM IN AN EL
along
troops BpreHd
far south as
as
railroad
Northwestern
'
PASO BANK.
Madera. General Salazar had been In
conference with the rebel chief for
HIS MEN THEN AGAINST KIM three days as to the attitude to he
tnVien by tlie rebels la their operations
' the Northwestern, where hunalong
ISSUE
DEA
PROCLAMATION
dreds of foreigners, mostly Americans,
NOUNCING CONDUCT OF
are located. General Orozco IndicatTHEIR LEADER.
ed that foreigners who had no arms
Hinltlon were not to be bother
ed and their property and possessions
AMERICANS
ARE AGITATED were to he left alone. As to the Mormons, although many of them are natFEAR THEY WILL BE KILLED IN uralized Mexican citizens, it was de-

.

PRESS LEASED

EXCLUSIVE ABQOCIATED

WITH TRYING

here.

I

;

i

Mr Hitchcock insisted that With
the exception of about 2a, all the contributions were below $5,000. Before
the system of collecting money by
finance committees organized in each
state was put into operation, Mr.
for its
Hitchcock said, fortunately
condition, friends of the party came
forward with large contributions. The
first "frlendB" he mentioned in that
connection were Charles P. Taft,
brother of President Taft who conNelson
William
tributed $50,000;
Cromwell, $25,000; Mr. and Mri. Larz
Anderson, $25,0d0; Andrew Carnegie,
$20,000; William Smith Cochran,
Frank Munsey, $10,000; White-la-

wind.

INTERCHANGE

QUESTION

Washington, July 17. A question
of general interest and importance to
shippers and carriers throughout the
country Is involved in the suit ot the
Illinois Traction system against the
Peoria and Pekln Union railway,
r
which was given its initial hearing
the interstate commerce commission today. The suit was instituted because the railway company de
clined to permit the interchange of
traffic, which action, according to the
complaint in the case, has resulted in
an injury to shippers.
be-fo-

,

GUN TOURNAMENT
NTERSTATE
Sallda, Colo., July 17. Many prom
inent trap Bhooters of Colorado, Wyoming and New Mexico faced thee

traps here today at the opening of
the big Interstate tournament The
tournament Is being held under the
auspices of the Sallda Gun club and
will continue over Thursday and Fri
'

day,

WOLGAST NOT READY
TO SIGN ARTICLES
LIGHTWEIGHT CHAMPION SEEMS
TO BE DODGING BOUT WITH
RIVERS

.

$15,-00-

Reid, $10,000; M. C. Borden,
and General Corbln, for a num$10,-00-

ber of persons, $10,000.
"Did the tobacco trust contribute?"
Inquired Senator Paynter.
"No, sir."
"Any of the stockholder?"
"Not to my knowledge. I know by
name those chiefly interested and J
do not have any knowledge ot such
contributions being received." ? "Any from stockholders of the
steel corporation?"
"I believe some of the men I have
mentioned are interested in ic. I
think Mr. Munsey is."
"And Dr. Cochran," suggested Senator Oliver.
"Yes, sir."
Senator Paynter asked Mr. Hitchcock if he were acquainted with
,of the International Harvester company. He said he knew the
McCormicks, Frank Munsey, George
Perkins and Clarence S. Funk.
"Did
Mr. Perkins
contribute?''
asked the senator.
"I do not think so."
"Did the McCormicks?"
"Not that I remember. They would
he more likely to contribute to your
party, sir."
With the statement from Sena'.or
Clapp that the committee might de- stoin-holde-

'

BILLS WOULD BE
' LAY ED

,

Other winners in championship
matches were: E. S. Armstrong, Los
Angeles;, F. Hale, Spokane; F. M. P.
Taylor, Colorado
Springs; P. H.
L.
J.
Hopkins, Shokie;
Wichita;
Hyde,
J. DeWill, Colorado Springs; H. G.
Legg, Minneapolis; M. A." McLaughlin, Colorado Golf club; W. Hertig,
Minneapolis; L. D. Bromfleld, Den
ver; Charles Evans, Jr., Edge water;
D. E. Sawyer, Wheaton; K. P. Ed
wards, Midlothian; J. Neville, Clare- mont; P. A. Talbott, Jefferson City.

DISCUSSION
THE

BE

TO

DE- -

BRIEF

AGREE
UNTERRIFIED
VOTE ON MEASURE WITH
LITTLE DEBATE

TO

lc
Washington, July 17. Democ-atforces in the senate today practically
won their demands for consideration
of the remaining tariff bills and the
excise tax bill. This was the result
at tb
of conferences on the floor
opening of a democratic filibuster.
Senator Simmons, in charge ot tha
tariff bills, told the republican lead
ers the democrats would resort to every device to delay business unless
assured there could be a vote on th
tariff measures.
called
Senator Root Immediately
other republican leaders to conference. So far as they could the repube
lican senators present agreed to
to the democrats' demands with
the understanding that the democrats
abandon their filibuster and agree to
allow the tariff bills to go to ballot
after a compaartively brief discussion- Formal agreement among the reDub-llcan- s,
however, was not immediately
reached, owing to the desire ot some
of the vrinclpals to offer amendments
to the wool bill. The democratic;
leaders declined to stop their fllfbns-te- r
against the sundry civil kin until
actual agreement was made. They
then forced the senate to take op
the Panama' canal measure. Senator
Simmons announced he would endeavor again tomorrow to call up the
ao-ced-

wool bill.
STATIONARY ENGINEERS' MEET
Winona, Minn., July 17. The annual
convention of the Minnesota Associa-

tion of Stationary Engineers began
in this city today and will continue
until the end of the week. All the
principal cities of the state are represented and the members expect the
meeting to be the most successful in
the history of the association. The
organization is not a union and is
in character and devoted
purely to the advancement of the interests of the engineer by educational

Los Angeles, Calif., July 17. The
meet
a second
prospect for
Ad Wolgast
ing between Champion
and Joe Rivers on Labor Day, for the
lightweight title, is not bright according to Manager Tom McCarey of
the Vernon club.
Wolgast does not seem willing to
sign articles," said McCarey. "Rivers
has always been willing to sign up, methods. '
,f
and is now. At present it looks like
TODAY'S BASEBALL.
It would be much later than Labor Day
Western League.
before the boys meet"
Sioux City, July 17. (Game adWolgast announced today he would
go to Oregon for a few weeks' hunting vanced on account of Firemen's tourand then to his home in Cadillac, nament.)
R.H.K.
Mich.
Denver
7 12 2
...
n

'.

ALL. THE CHAMPS

.

10

FIGHT AT SAME TIME
NEW YORKERS PLANNING TOUR
NAMENT TO SETTLE ALL
r
DISPUTED TITLES.

2 11
Sioux City
2
American League.
Philadelphia, July 17. First game:

R.H.K.
1 5 3
Detroit
13 19 1
c
Plank, Barry and Egan; Lapp,
and Kercher.
. ;
. ..
'
Boston, July 17. First game:
"
.
R.H. B.
Boston
.0
'.
1 6 2
Chicago
O'Brien and Carrigan; Walah and
Kuhn.
Washington, July 17. Washington
took the first game:

Philadelphia'.

.

Du-bu'

,

.

73

New York, July 17. A national
tournament to decide the
boxing
championships in all the various
classes Is to be held in New York
next winter on a scale never before
attempted. The schema iias the back
R.H. E.
ing of a syndicate of wealtny patrons
..1 7
of the sport ' According to prelimt Washington
0 4 O
nary announcement the battles all St Louis
Hughes and Ainsmith; Allison and
are to be to a finish and one hundred thousand dollars in purses will Stephens.
be offered, divided as follows: banHE KILLED HIMSELF.
featherweight
tamweight, $5,000;
New
middleYork, July 17. The body of a
$20,000;
$15,000; lightweight
weight, $10,000; heavyweight $50,000. man found floating Monday In the
The title holders in theso different
classes are Coulon, Kilbane, Wolgast in Hoboken was today identified as
trilUtful fil
The question til t nf Mfltlinn
Gibbons and Johnson.

l

A

Cvo,

of selecting the most suitable oppon
ents for these men will be put into nors, in the Bronx, on July 7. The
the hands of a Jury of s: orting edit identification' was made by Frans:
lexander, Swart's brother-in-law- .
ors.

"

I.A8 VEGAS DAILY

TWO

WAR DECLARED IN
THE FRUIT
TRADE
MILLIONS INVOLVED IN INDUSTRY THAT RAISES KNOT-TPRROBLEM3.
s a war cenNew York, July 17.
ter New York is fast getting a new
record and to the many wars and rumors of wars that nave been rife In
the industrial world here for the past
few months must now he added the
battle of the bananas. Traffic In the
humble fruit 'of the tropics Is the

mainstay of the pushcart merchant
has become so tremendous that Its
handling has led to the creation of a
huge corporation sometimes referred
to as the "banana trust." The fact
that this company, according to statements brought out by legal proceedings here this week, has expended
$25,000,000 In the past few months in
the effort to drive out an Independent
competition that has been attempting
to secure a share of the Business
Shows the tremendous size of the
stake involved. Another effect of the
struggle apparently has been to bring
Increased prosperity to the South
American growers as it is stated that
the price paid them has been jumped
cents a
to sixty-sifrom thirty-on- e
bunch. The matter was brought intb
court here through the attempt of the
United Fruit company, which heretofore has .dominated the business, to
secure an Injunction forbidding its
rival, the Atlantic Fruit company,
to purchase bananas from growers in
concern
Colombia, who, the older
claimed were under exclusive contract to It, The problem was a knotty one, involving not only an international matter but also a question as
to the laws of a foreign nation, and
the Judge denied the application on
the grounds that there were decided
differences of opinion as to the laws
of Colombia and that the issuance
of the .nunction would inflict serious
loss on the defendant "This," he
said, "is sufficient to induce a denial
of the application w'thout consideration of further argument of defendants, that complainant's methods of
business have been such that it
should not be afforded the assistance
of a court of equity." The war is still
on therefore, and the president of the
independent company declares that
while he is not seeking trouble he
will not be driven out of the field and
that the people of South and Central
America are with him for having
broken the oppressive monopoly of
the banana trust.
x

,

to Reduce. Cost.
With the cost of living steadily advancing many local investigatjors are
worrying themselves gray vainly" attempting to discover some effective
way of halting the upward trend of
prices of food stuffs. At present an
interesting angle of the problem is
found in the discussion of the part
5layed by the trusts anu the tariff
and of the relations of these two to
each other which In some cases at
least are not those ordinarily assum
ed to exist. This seems to be plainly
indicated by the trust attitude on the
proposal to remove the tariff on our
largest food import, that is raw sugar.
The sugar trust is on record as being
in favor of this move because of its
restrictive effect on the cane and
iugar beet industries in this city
which now menace tne refiners' mo
nopoly. While the refiners are will'
ing to promise cheaper sugar to the
public in the effort to accomplish
their aim, the best posted authorities
here believe that in this particular
'
case It would have exactly the oppo
site effect. They compare the situa
tion with that which has grown up
in the case of coffee on which no duty
is levied and show that in the case
of this product the coffee trust; has
grown all powerful and the price to
How

the consumer instead of going down
has doubled. Such an authority as
Chester S. Morey, president of a big
western beet sugar plant, said ot this
point here recently, 'Free sugar
would kill the beet industry in thii
The refiners say, and 1 becountry.
lieve they have induced many honest
members of congress to believe, that
free Bugar would mean cheaper sugar to consumers. Nothing is further
from the truth. We put coffee on the
free list. What good did it do? The
Importers absolutely control the coffee situation and the price has steadily gone up. The tame would he true
of sugar. On the other hand it the
beet sugar industry is permitted to
grow up, competition will take care
of prices." Thus another kink is add
ed to the high cost of living which al
ready is one of the knottiest in. our
history.
First Pigmy Hippo.
For the first time on record visit
ors to New York zoo will shortly have
an opportunity to inspect wha,t is
probably the rarest animal that has
ever been made a part ot eny such
collection that is the pigmy hlppT- tamus. These pocket editions of the
"blood sweating behemoth" were dlf
covered in 1881 in Africa end it b4
taken nearly 70 years to secure these
first live specimens although a few
mounted bodies have been shown,
since their habitat so far as known
is confined to a remote territory peo
pled by blood thirsty cannibals. The
two specimens which have now bm
acquired, a male and a female, cost
the zoo $12,000, a, figure which indicates their rarity. , According to descriptions that have crossed the Atlantic ahead of the pair, the male is
30 lrches high at the shoulders. 7"

ings. Contrary to expectations it wg
decided not to put a presidential candidate iu the field but to concentrate
in an effort to secure for the hobo
the respect due his profession,

IN

place the following night.
Betting on baseball scores has hecome an industry by itself in which
the men who conduct the pools are
said to be making big profits. Even
the venerable "wire tapping" game
has been resurrected and made the
means of relieving the too credulous
of their money. Altogether at pres
ent the uninitiated wwho aHempts to
flirt with the goddess of chance is
pretty certain of having to borrow
carfare home.

at the same

TROUBLE.
East Las Vegas People Point the Way
A TREACHEROUS

Out
Kidney diseases are very dangerous.
They come on silently, gain ground
rapidly, and cause thousands of deaths
that could rave been prevented by
proper treatment in the beginning.
Nature gives early warnings of kidney
disease backache, twinges of pain
when stooping or lifting, headaches
and urinary disorders. If these symp
toms are unheeded, there is grave
danger of dropsy or fatal Bright's dis
ease. Doan's Kidney Pills have earned
a reputation for their effectiveness in
kidney troubles, and are known and
recommended the world over. East
Las Vegas testimony proves the merits
of Doan'ri Kidney Pills to our readers.
Mrs. Andres Sena, 1015 Sixth St,,
East Las Vegas, N. Mex., says: "The
use of Doan's Kidney Pills In our
home had demonstrated their great
value In relieving backache and other
kidney disorders We procured this
remedy at the Center Block Pharmacy
and It brought such satisfactory results that I publicly testified in its
praise over two years ago. I have
personally recommended Doan's Kidof my friends sines
ney Pills to many
' .
then."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
6ents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

Hoboes Want Convention.
In spite of the fact that the manag
ers of the republican, democratic and
bull moose parties alike passed up
New York as a convention city, Fath
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SWEEPING SUMMER

CLEAN UP

1t

Foster-Milbur-

n

IRELAND TO WELCOME ASQUITH.
Dublin, July 17. All Dublin, and
in truth, all Ireland, is on the qui
vive in anticipation of the arrival tomorrow of Prime Minister Asquith,
Crowds are pouring in from aV
points, and it is estimated that thou
sands will be added to the normal
of Dublin
population
by tomorrow
.

J

Few Minutes Spent In Rummajjing Around The Slore This

Week Will Reward You Mitb Bargains Such as You Have
if

Sel-do- m

Ever Seen!
t

OUR SUMMER CLEAN-Uwill be continued all this
or r.ntil
eij antk o
merchandisers cleaned out complete. The interest will not be allowed to lag. Every day il
be just as prolific of rich and rare Bargains as the preceedin? cue for we are going: after all Summer foods in a most aggressive fashion. EVERYTHING MUST AND WILL BE SOLD!

I

one-hal-

i

CONTINUING

j?(iil

'

Natural History, stood four teet nine
f
inches at the shoulder,
and
was 12 feet 4 Inches in length from
end of nose to root of tall, his circumference was 11 feet and 8 inches, and
his weight has been given as close
to 6,500 pounds. Beside the enormous
bulk of a full grown male hippo of
the common specie, the pigmy Is
like a six months old human infant of
13 pounds weight beside a man of
180 pounds.
In bulk one adult NUo
hippo weighing 6,000 pounds Is equal
to fourteen adult male pigmy hippos

THE 1L000
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Gotham's Gambling Fever.
New York is apparently in the
midst of one of the most general and
wide spread gambling orgies that it
has known In recent years. For some
unexplained reason the gambling fever seems o become especially violent
every ytwo or three years here, and
the present situation Is a particularly
notable Illustration of this condition
of affairs. By some the activity, of
the followers of the fickle goddess of
S THERE any simple way of a
chance is attributed to the calling in
woman, of Dfty bettering her
to police headquarters from the valooks so she wont be put on
rious precinct stations of the charts
the shelf before ber time? I
Of
or maps indicating the location
am just this age and a mother and
since
houses,
suspected gambling
grandmother, but I feel as young as
without these charts the police are ever I did and dont want to become
handicapped In their .efforts to sup- fossilized as so many women do at
press gambling. In the district known this age. Ought I to dye my hair, and
can I improve my complexion?
as the "Tenderloin" things are more how
t was once thought a beauty and all
wide open than they have been for of
my dear ones are still real proud
years, and it is a matter of general of my looks. I want to 11 v as long as
knowledge that one house conducted I can and look as well as I can to the
by a notorious gang leader which was nd of toy days.
"A CONSTANT READER."
raided recently opened for business

night.
The premier, accompanied by the
chief liberal whip, is due to arrive by
the mail boat tomorrow morning. Dur
ing his stay in the city he will be
the guest of Augustine Birrell, chief
secretary for Ireland, at the official
residence in Phoenix Park.
Every seat has I'gen allotted for
the great meeting which Mr. Asquith
is to address In the Theater Royal on
(Friday evening. John Redmond, the
leader of the Irish party in parliament, will preside at the meeting,
and will be supported by Mr. Dillon,
Mr. Devlin and other nationalist leaders. The. attendance will include
members of parliament, the mayors
of the principal cities of Ireland, representatives of the Irish universities
and the chairman ot county councils.
On Saturday Mr. Asquith will re
turn to London, breaking his Journey
When the blood becomes infected with any unhealthy humor the effect i3 at Liverpool, where he is to be presshown by some definitely marked disorder like Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Pso- ent at the liberal
garden party given
riasis, Salt Rheum, etc. Humors get into the blood usually because of an
William
Sir
Lever.
by
to
is
of
whose
membeis
inactive condition
the system. Those
expel
duty it
all refuse matter do not properly perforin their work, and an unhealthy acThen instead of performing its TEXTILE MANUFACTURERS MEET
cumulation is absorbed into the blood.
natural function of nourishing the skin the circulaKy., July 17. The Midtion irritates and inflames it because of its impure dleLouisville,
States Textile Manufacturers' ascondition. A thorough cleansing of the blood is
the only certain cure for any skin disease; external sociation held Its third annual conapplications can only give temporary relief. S.S. S. vention today at the Louisville Coungoes into the circulation and drives all humorsf rom try club. Among the speakers and
the blood, and in this way makes a permanent and their topics were the folowlng: Lee
complete cure in every form of skin trouble. Rodman, on
"Freight Rates and OverS. S. S. supplies the blood with the nutritive qualities necessary to sustain the skin and preserve its charges"; Philip S. Tuley of Louisnatural texture and perfect appearance. S. S. S. ville, on "Cost Systems," and Captain
cures Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum, and all other skin eruptions or Paul J. Marrs of Henderson, Ky., on
diseases. Book on Skin Diseases and medical advice free.
"Experiences in the Purchase of
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, CA.
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lucl es long from the,, end of his nose
.. the base of his tail, and his tail
ii 12 inches '.eng. He weighs 41i
pounds. The female, believed to be
only two years old, is 18 inches high
and weighs 176 pounds. In compari
son, Caliph, the enormous male hip- potamus who now stands in a mount
ed state in the American Museum of

er Knickerbocker has not been en
tirely slighted in this respect. One
convention at least has come his way
and while it may not have attracted
so much attention as the gatherings
at Chicago and Baltimore it is in its
'ia unique. This is the annual t,on
vention of the National Association
of Hoboes
of America, sometimes
known as the "Wandering Willies
League," insession here this week. For
several days the delegates who have
been arriving on special freight
train bumpers have been discussing
Important questions affecting the na
tion and the tramp profession. They
Include many distinguished hoboes
whose names and chalk marks atu
famous along the water tanks of ev
ery big railroad In the country, among
them being such well known riein-ber- s
as 'Dopeydildock" Dangerfleld,
"Much" Meyers, "Halt Soles" Henry,
"Mike the Bite" and "Gulper" Kelly,
the latter of whom gained fame by
causing several Bowery thirst parlors to reduce the price- of "red eye"
to two drinks for five cents during
certain early morning hours. While
many of the sessions have been secret It is understood that the association favors a platform promising less
law and more soup coupled with the
most stringent enforcement of the
laws against overworking human be
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COME! THE OFTENER you come the more you save on the goods you need.
choicest picking still remains you can get your share if you hasten.
Here Are Some Examples That Should Bring" All Saving
'
Folks Here in Double-QuiTime!

The

ck

SUMMER WAISTS

WASH SUIT SFECIAL

OtIE THIRD OFF

One lot of Wai-- Suits, made
from a variety of materials,
several colors, worth from
$4 00 to $7.50 each, special

What is left from our Spring line of Women's and Misses
Suits, Coats and Silk Dresses, at

C3.50

in a large variety oistyles, botb Silk and Lingerie, at

Mother's beauty and health! Could
there be a more endearing subject
for discussion, one nearer to the heart
of every sympathetic human being
who is blessed with a mother? Then
in these days of fine dress and
appearances a beauty talk
for women of fifty and sixty Is really
necessary once in a while.
Let me begin with the hair of tlx
elderly woman, the mother and young
grandmother who wants to look hex
best. Dear woman, or women, drop
the notion of dye, for there is nothing
more aging than hair artificially colored. Nature makes provision for the
changes in the face by graying oi
blanching the hair, so when the false
brown or black is used every line in
the face is doubly emphasized. One
of the reasons for this is that hair dy
makes a uniform color and the natural
coloring of the hair is made up ot
So dyed hair framei
many shades.
the face like a cap, flinging the information in the teeth of all that it U
dyed. In fact, it is impossible to hide
the subterfuge even in the case ol

per suit

Parasols and Millinery

HALF PRICE

in an excelent variety of new
desirable models for just

All ,Wool and Lingerie Dresses and all Wool Skirts at

o::e Tiima

MEN'S SUITS

off

li

HALF PRICE

Clearance Prices

$9.58

Laes

What is left from our Spring
Stock of Men's Suits, including some extremely desirable
styles and colors, every garment strictly all wool, worth
from $15.00 up, choice of the
lot, only

't

On

& Embroideries

"Oearance Prices"
means low prices you

that
won't-se-

again until next year. So
grasp this opportunity NOW
'
Buy and save money!

$9.98

One-Thir- d

Off

very young women.

Gray hair and white hair are both
fashionable now, as woman herself
has learned the tolly and ugliness oi
hair dys. But, of course, both gray
and white hair need to be very tenderly treated to look well; In othet
words, not to add to the Impression of

Laa Vgis Loading Stora

age.
A stylish coiffure, becoming to the
face, with pins matching the color ol
the hair, is always rejuvenating to appearances, and as false pieces are
worn by even the oldest ladles hall
combings should be kefct' for these. II
there are no combings for the false
pieces, and the head needs more hair,

Established

always match the natural grayness at
much as is possible in the bought
locks there are
piece. For silver-gracelluloid pins and other ornaments ex
actly in the same color; there are also
white ones properly shaded for white
hair.
The condition of the complexion hae
a great deal to do with general health,
but at any time much benefit may be
gained by sour milk washes. Take a
pint of buttermilk, or sweet milk turned sour, and put a tablespoonful ol
peroxide in it, applying the wash te
the face with a small, clean sponge
after the soap and water bath. Leave
the milk on the face for half an hour
and then wash It off with tepid water.
This wash is bleaching to the skin
and it is often used for the removal ot
the brown dlscolorations commonly
called "moth patches' which appear sc
often with middle age on the face,
throat and hands. But one application
of the milk and peroxide is not enough
to bleach the skin, and there Is no telling whether the mothi patches would
entirely disappear, with a number oi
them. With any beauty formula one
can only say that In the majority ol
cases the means advised have brought
good results.
Much stress is laid on a light diet
of carefully chosen foods. No rule
can be laid down for general following, as constitutions differ, but every,
body tells of the usefulness of milk
with middle age and old age, and of
the great need to cut down quantities
of food when the digestion has begun
to impair, as it always does. Milk,
cream, eggs, cream cheese, fresh
fruits, cereals and boiled fowl and
boiled fish are everywhere spoken of
as constituting some of the right diet
and old. The milk,
tor the middle-age- d
sour and sweet, holds the lactic acid
needed to fight the army of destroying germs which invade the intestines,
and by boiling the meats they are
made more digestible and less harmful. Meat broths are not bad when
taken to tone up the stomach before
other eating, hut as they are not nourishing they cannot possibly take the
place of other foods. Soups of all
sorts are considered hard on the kid-

GAMBLING

y

DAYS

ON RIVER ARE

PAST
THE SATURN LAST

IN SIX YEAR
REIGN OF VICE ON THE
MISSOURI.

neys,-

So mother must go back a little now
to the food of her childhood days if
she wishes to keep her health and
looks. She must he much in the open
air, sleep we1!, but not too much, drink
an adequate quantity of pure water,
take her warm baths, look after her
digestion and, above all, see to her
heart's Joy and peace
She must beware of the "tired" moment, stopping everything in time to
avoid it.
She must try and dress with taste
and cultivate interest in all passing
vents.
KATHERINE MORTON.
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Kansas City, Mo., Jftily 17. The
vice boat Saturn has departed. Stripped of its gambling, a ban on its
lewd dance hall and its open sale of
liquor, this floating outcast will seek
another port, unwanted in this day
when business and clean pleasure are
the watchwords of river traffic.
It has been many years since gambling flourished on the Missouri and
Mississippi rivers, yet in the palmiest
days of the gamesters who made
these streams famous, there were, no
such vice steamers as have disgraced
the local port in the past six years.
From about 1840 until tne Civil war,
gambling on the river steamers was
to passengers,
confined principally
boat owners seldom being found engaged in the games on hoard.
Phantom Tales of Poker Pots.
Their main games were dice and
poker. Tales of poker pots that make
the present occasional stakes on ocean liners seem trivial, were heard
on nearly every trip of the most famous of river boats. After the war,
when poverty was prevalent, the professionals disappeared to an extent.
Victims were fewer, river travel had
dwindled.
With the resumption of
trade on both rivers, commercialism
extended itself. Pilots were less enthusiastic about their speed and more
sure of their ports and the general atmosphere of gaming was gone.
It was at this time that the professional gambling boats began to
make their way into the various
ports.
Case of the City of Traverse.
One of the
Tst flagrant cases of
boat gambling on record in later
years was that of the famous City of
Traverse. It did not make any trips,
but merely floated at anchor in Lake
Michigan just outside of the Chicago
shore line. Here gambling of al

South SidoPlasja

most every conceivable sort thrived,
Like the case of the Saturn, etfort
was made through the municipal
courts to stop the evil, but the ques
tion of jurisdiction diverted the laws.
Finally a series of raids by the police
put the boat out of business.
For the past six years, river gambling has existed in this port unpun
ished and with a freedom that must
have galled the spirits of the departed water gamesters. Excursionists
who looked upon moonlight and wat
er as a sufficient means of entertainment were unsolicited. Gamblers and
drinkers were welcomed. The first
of these boats recollected in this port
was the Grapevine. It and the Gun-ter- ,
which followed it here, were tim
id offenders, but with the reign of the
Gleenmore, in 1908, vice of the most
It was
deplorable klknd flourished.
owned by the same trio that owned
the Saturn, but while repairs were be
ing made on Its hull it sank by
In a few weeks it was replaced by the Uncle Sam, upon which
vice got a brilliant start on the first

FREIGHT CLASSIFICATION.;

Detroit, Mich., July 17 Changes In.
the western freight classification,
which created a stir among shippers
and receivers of freight throughout,
the west a few months ago; will
discussed

at

a two days'

meeting of the National Industrial
Traffic league, which began in this
'
city today.
When alterations Jn the classification were announced a storm of protest came from members of
railroad-commission-

in Oklahoma, Iowa and
other states and from representatives
of commercial organizations. It was
contended that by a process of shifting various conditions from one class
to another the railroads were attempting to bring about a general
'
raise in freight rates.
An appeal was made to the interstate commerce commissoin, and a
special examiner of that body was
sent to Chicago to hear evidence and
arguments. After the examiner had
submitted his report the commission
suspended the operation of the new
tour.
classification for 120 days pending
Lost $30,000 When Boat Sank.
further inquiry.' Since then testimony
It sank in the summer of 1810 and has been taken in Chicago and other
was a total loss, which, coupled with cities, and the commission now has
'
the loss of the Glenmore, aggregated the case under advisement.
$30,000 for the owners. But these misfortunes did not put Messrs.
FORESTERS TO MEET.
Concord, N. H., July 17. The diPryor and Baughman out of
the business of peddling vice. So the rectors of the American Forestry asSaturn was brought from a near-Dsociation, representing nearly all of
port. It flourished in crime and vice the' states, arrived in Concord this
until the sacrifice of a human life morning and were received by Goveurged the authorities to an action rnor Robert P. Bass of New Hampwwhich should have beeg taken six shire, wwho is president of the association. Tomorrow the directors will
years ago.
proceed to Bretton Woods, in the
White mountains, where they will
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONVENTION
Pittsburgh, July 17. Members of hold their annual midsummer meetthe Young People's Christian union ing., The meeting will he held in
with the fifth annual forestare here from every section of the
annual ry conference under the auspices of
country for their twenty-firs- t
convention, which assembled today the Society for the Protection of New
for a four days' session. The union Hampshire Forests. The New HamIs affiliated with the United Presby- pshire State Forestry commission and
of North Eastern
terian church In North America, and the Association
some of the best known preachers Foresters also will participate in the
and missionaries of the denomination conference.
are here to speak at the convention.
Buy It cow. Chamberlain's Colla,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy is almost certain to be needed before the
Dysentery is always serious an I often a dangerous disease, but it can be summer is over. Buy it now and be
for such an emergency. For
cured.
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera prepared
salo by all dealers.
and Diarrhoea Remedy has cured it
even when malignant and epidemic.
01? papers for sai. Optic office.
For sale by all
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BOY WHO WOULD

NOT OBEY

Precocity of a New York Youth Wat
a Mighty Serious Problem For

I

HI

Mother.

In all discussion1 on "Education,"
held this other afternoon avt the headquarter 4 of the National League foi
the Education of Women, Miss Jane
Day, who is a "visiting teacher" ot
school 6(, of which John Relgard is
principal, told several stories of net
experiences in her attempt to bring
the school and the home Into closer

Y08

Many Years Ago They Were Oporteo
Regularly Between Metropolis and
Other Cities.

Amy, Good Womn, Liitened to Jim
Bone' Autobiography, Expurgated
Thsjr
down !n the entry of
Amy's house and talked that Is, Jim
talked. It was the' flrst time that he
iad willingly given out In Ruckers-Tlll- o
any of the details of his past. But
bow all at once It seemed that he had
an overwhelming
desire to get It
properly expurgated and set forth to
Amy's admiring ears. It was no more
the truth than any other man's past is
the truth when he tells it to a woman,
She Inspired him to He about It beautifully, as ghe Inspired Elbert to lie
about his dally existence, and as ev-- ,
ery good woman Inspires every bad
- man to
fabricate his autobiography.
As he went on with the tale of his
adventures he began to see himself
glorified in the placid, smiling attention of her sweet blind face. lie won
dered why In the world he had been
so secretive about those years In the
west.
Jim Bone perceived all at once that
he was not "the rowdy he had supposed
himself to be, but something of hero
of the chapter-headinsmiles upon
Amys Hps. Given the tablet or eucn
a countenance, and the worst man In
existence can make shining scriptures
of an
life. The truth Is, we
are all autobiographical liars. But the
funny thing is that once we see ourselves clarified by such faith as
Amy's, we accept her version, and experience a shriven peace that must
distract the God who makes our moral
sense, but does not control it afterward. On this occasion Bone finished
his metamorphosis from the outlaw into the modest deprecating hero simply
by a method of narrative that left out
the undesirable parts of his real life.
And it is one of the commonest miracles of conversion practiced by either
men or women. Corra Harris In the
Saturday Evening Post.

STAGES CF NEW

OLD

HEF,

In excavating underneath the formet
Tallman livery in New York recently
workmen found a number ot straps
such as were used In former days on
the stage coaches which plied between

REAL JOURNALISM
AS PICTURED BY
REAL WRITER

i
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two-hors- e

HEAD

OF

TELLS

"One thing which many of you
upper class mothers don't under
stand," she explained, "la the superior
precocity of the children ot the poor,
I remember going to call upon tb
mother1 of a boy whom his teachers
had found quite incorrigible in school
and asting her to make him behave
himself,.
jmt iw"eB I .mawfe aim bonave
himself in school, when he won't do it
at home?' she demanded. 'Why, ha
doesn't care a bit about a thing I say.
When 1 tell him to bring up the coal
and take down the ashes fie Just
laughs at me and tells me that he
isn't fourteen and if I try to make him
work te'll have the Gerry society
after me for breakln' the child laboi
laws. Now, what can I be doing witb
a boy like that?"
'

Saw His Opportunity.
The first
brought to the
sorely puzzled the
natives, who of course
thought them the product of wizardry.
In "Islands of Enchantment" Flnrencn
Coombs tells how one of the mission
clergy was walking along the shore,
when a native at his side pointed out
a tiny finger in the distance.
"There goes one of my enemies,"
said he.
The white man, drawing out his
and adjusting the focus, handed them to his companion, who, gazing
through them in excited amazement,
beheld his foe apparently close at
band. Dropping the glasses, he seized
his arrows and looked again.
The
enemy was aa far away as at first
Once more he snatched the magic
glasses, once more exchanged them for
Ills arrows, and once more was baffled. To lose such an opportunity was
hard indeed. A bright thought
occurred to him.
"You hold the glasses to my eyes,"
said he to the missionary, "and I can
shoot him." Youth's Companion.
field-glasse- s

simple--

minded

field-glasse-

sud-Jenl- y

Quotation on Wildcats.
The sons of J. H. Brower at Granville have sold their large live wildcat, captured one year ago, to R.
of Akron, Ohio, for 8. The
cat has been used to kill rats which
Infest Mr. Brower's barn.
which is apparently
The animal,
eight or ten years old and weighs fifteen pounds, killed ten rats in less
than five minutes when they were
thrown one by one into its cage. The
boys had some dangerous sport with
the wildcat a few days ago when they
attached a plough line about its neck
and pulled it from the cage. Mr.
Brower stopped the sport before any
of the lads were attacked by the ferocious animal. It was shipped by
express to Akron.

-

A Mild Argument.
"Hubby, do you love me as much
you did when we were first married?"
"Of course I do."
"Seems to me you don't tell me so
9B often as you did."
"Yes, I do. Seems to me you're harder to convince."

u

PULITZER

SCHOOL

PUPILS
PROSPECTIVE
WHAT THEY NEED

Dr. Talcott Williams, director of the
new School of Journalism at Columbia, has given an illuminating picture
of the sihool'B purpose In the current
istue of the Columbia UniWsity Qua

terly.
"The School of Journalism," Db
Williams writes, "is notable for
factors. It has received from the gift
of Joseph Pulitzer the largest sum
'ever set apart by any man for professional training in the calling to which
he himself belonged. It is the first
school of Journalism to use a great
city as Its laboratory for technical
betraining. It has the advantage of
in a
of
a
university
great
ing part
regreat rjty; it has the university's
sources to draw upon to give depth,
variety and accuracy to its training,
"These advantages would not suffice
if the hour had not come for profesth-e-

w

,i",

.mm, it utraining in me ramus
All call- tA nrpnnre men and women.
voIngs begin with the practice of the
it.
for
best
training
cation Itself as the
the
with
ends
as.
it
develops,
Each,
training of the school. The develop
ment of the law book, the code, the,
digest and the increasing publication
of decisions.
"As the part played by the two fac-

that capacity for seeing facts coolly
and feeTng emotion hotly, which is the
culmination of reporting. The School
of Jounallsm, for the present, at
least, must be an undergraduate department, taking its students from the

.

high school.
The first year must be a college
year. By the second year differentia
tion in the training in English begins,
with flrst training in clear and accurate writing. In the third year, with
this training in jounalism as writing,
there Is to begin training in journal-ia-

as reporting.
"He has written
he is now
to write to time. Taking the events
of a great city capable of being reported by one who represents only a
school, and not a newspaper, and adding to this the various forms of work
which a reporter does, there will be
for three hours a week assignments
in which men will go out to do a particular task of reporting, come back
to write their account within a definite space of time, aware that if they
are five minutes late, either in the
return or in the completion of the
task, all their toll Is waste.
"Hewlll spend an occasional night
editing the Associated Press manfold.
and he will be expected not to object
(since It is one of the future hazards
of his occupation) if, after working
until 2 or 3 o'clock in the morning, he
19
expected to be present at the usual
hour of recitations the next morning.
No man is long in journalism unless
he finds that he has the power to treat
an occasional night's sleep as neglig
ible, and it Is better for a man to find
out whether he Is equal to tMs or not
while he" is paying tulton than after
he begins to be paid a salary.
"By the time the technical practice
of the course is completed a man will
have written in all journalistic forms,
rmd upon the same subjects treated In
the daily newspapers; he will have
gone through a wide range of report
ing; he will have grown familiar with
the task of gathering news under
somewhat greater difficulties
than
those of the average reporter, and he
will have learned, what will be a lifelong possession to him in his profession; a great city.
"Among the sons of men there is
none who really knows a great city
except the man who has been a re
porter In it He has sounded its
He has come to know the
depths.
house of crime, the house of worship,
and the house of festival. He baa
seen in motion the greater and the
lesser wheels of administrative machinery. He has learned how to reach
that supreme potentate, the police sergeant, behind .his desk, and how to
unravel and knit together the varying
tales of bystanders.
"The streets are known to him, bared in the gray morn when the vast
commissary of a great city is con
verging on the markets; thronged by
the rising and ebbing tides of those
who go to their work and return from
it; suddenly empty in mid-eyas the
strips the estuary of its
water, and full again when the theaters empty.
"He knows the streets of danger,
full of news, and the streets of safety,
full of newspaper readers, comfort-clogged- .
He comes to have an Instinct as to the trail of news, and he
discovers, as perhaps no other man
does, how often the Intelligent, the
educated, the well-breand the advantaged are dull and hackneyed, by
a safe life, and how keen and swift
and quick; comes to be the great
guerilla horde that knows the street
as Its hunting ground and wins by
wits and not by work."
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How Two Plucky Newfoundland Fisherman Rescued a Derelict Schooner
From an

000E

Ice-Flo-e.

In winning salvage the Newfoundlanders do not seem to reflect upon
the length of hardship and peril to
which they must go. This is characteristic of their lives in every respect;
it Is a proverb with them that they
go when they can, and leave getting
back "to luck and good conduct." Not
long ago an American fishing schooner.
abandoned by her crew In the Strait
or Hello isle in early winter as Hopelessly lost, was carried off In the Icefloe.
It was the slimmest chance in
the world that the derelict would ever
be seen again. There was not the
slightest expectation, indeed, that she
would be; the underwriters paid the
Insurance settlement without complaint or question, and crossed the
schooner off for lost But the schooner
was not lost She was sighted In her
They
wanderings by two fishermen.
boarded from shore, found her hard
and fast in the Ice, but still tight and
worthy, a craft to their taste, a valuable property to which they must
cling, no matter what came of it It
cost them dear; the Ice would Dot
loosen its grip on the schooner nor
would the fishermen. They might from
time to time have escaped ashore; it
would have been the part of wisdom,
perhaps, and certainly the part of caution, to do so; but rather than abandon
their salvage these two cheerfully
reckless fellows stuck to the ship for
the rest of that bitter winter. When
navigation opened In the spring of the
year, the first mall steamer sighted the
craft, still fast In the Ice and manned
by two gaunt skeletons. They had
subsisted through the winter on one
barrel of flour and some frozen herring. Having accomplished this, it was
child's play for them to take their
prize to port when the floe released
her. George Harding, in Harper'a
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Who
George Cohan's 8tory of Actor
Had to Walt Too Long- for

Engagement
George M. Cohan, at an
supper at Delmonieo's, was talking
about the "turkey trot."
"There's a moving little story about
the 'turkey trot,'" he said, with hia
dreamy smile, "a story that illustrates
well the vicissitudes of an actor's
after-theat-

EMPRESS, you know. 1$ that "Mighty-GooD
Flour that makes Baking
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MAN-MILLE-

a Delight

ALL GROCEFis

life.
"An elderly actor said in despair to

a theatrical agent one day:
"'Is there nothing you can do for

,.

me? I've hung around your office, out
of work, for eight months now
"The agent, as he polished bis diamond ring with Us red silk handkerchief, answered thoughtfully:
" 'Look here. Bring yourself up to
date. The "turkey trot" is all the go.
You tvaln some animal or bird to do
the "(urkey trot" with you, and m eat
you on one of the circuits at a three-figur-

Trv & Sack You'll Like it.

Jefferson Raynolds President
Hal'ett Reynolds Cashier
n. tjrn none Asst Cashier
fuepnen.o. uavis vice rreswent
E. O. Raynolds Vice President

j

e

salary."
"The old actor thanked the agent
gratefully. He bought an ostrich from
a retired circus man, and after a lot
of hard work he taught the bird to
'turkey trot' with him splendidly.
Then he reported himself to the agent

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

again.
"But the agent, for all his promises,
had nothing to offer? The poor fellow
turned up every day for a while, then
every other day, then every third day,

OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

and at last a week went by without
his appearance at the agent's office.
"Then the agent sent for him, and
said:
'"Well, I've fixed you up at last
I've booked you for that turn of yours

$100,000

"But the old actor interrupted, sadly:
" It's too late now,' he said.
"'Too late? How is It too la'.e?"
said the agent, frowning.
,
" Tve had to eat my
partner,' muttered the old actor.
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tors of personal knowledge and mere
acquaintance with procedure diminishined, and the recorded share of law
until
school
grew,
law
the
creased,
within the memory ot men now living
the Bchool superseded the office. There
are a very large number of lawyers
who do not receive in a year much
more than half the sum spent on their
eduaction, yet the investment is sound
it not even this inIT ASTONISHED THE COOK because without
come could have been earned.
"Mr.- Pulitzer, whose sheer geniut
Marvelous Appetite of "Mr. Claren
for the journalism of the many "has
don," Whose Name Was Passnever been exceeded, had been for ten
port to Kitchen's Best.
years In the battle of dally Journalism
J.
eating his
had become the proprietor of a
three meals in a German grill of much and
when he deliberately adnewspaper
renown, has, day by day, extended his
to hard reading in the
himself
acquaintanceship from the steward to dressed
each of the waiters and from thence fields of political economy and politicinto the kitchen to the cooks. And It al science. Ills own development, the
so happened a while ago that one of
and changes in the New
the cooks had liau iu send his wife to development
a hospital. Clarendon, ever thought- York World, led him, toward the close
inful, bought flowers and sent them out of his career, to say with prescient
to the kitchen to be forwarded thence sight that the time had come when
to the hospital.
there was a body of knowledge, of deThis, of course, made him more finite training, and of acquired ana
than solid with the culinary depart- recorded fact which the
journalist
ment of the big restaurant, with the
result that whenever a waiter an- ought to know and learn in a school,
nounced that the order was "for Mr. just as the growth of similar bodies
Clarendon" the cooks would go. to of knewledge had brought professionthe limit In getting him the best al schools in other callings.
steaks and chops and serving them as
"Newspapers do not make events
works of art.
The waiters weren't slow in learn- and issues. Events and issues make
The important thing
ing that the word "Clarendon" was newspapers.
the passport to the kitchen's best Hbout a newspaper man, when he aits
the open sesame, as it were.
down to write a report or an editorial,
So it happened that one afternoon is not how he can write, but what'he
a waiter came into the kitchen with
knows. He is practicing an art, and
the order:
the first quality of an art is that a
ClarenMr.
for
steak, rare,
man shall have an aptitude for that
don."
The man at the broiler threw up art. If this inspiration, though it be
his hands.
but a single vital drop, be not in him
"What's come over Mr. Clarendon!" he will
struggle in- - vain to become a
he asked in astonishment. "He has
had two porterhouse steaks, boiled journalist because he is entering on
salmon, ham and eggs, three oyster one of the great arts of expression
stews, sanddabs, chops, and now he the capacity to focalize the floating
wants a
steak and all In an events of a day, not with reference
hour!" San Francisco Chronicle.
to the future, but to tomorrow; to feel
at midnigs what men by the hundred
thousand will feel In the brief moment
Wild Bird Returns to Captivity.
"
Are birds able to think and remem-oe- r they give to the newspaper at that
where they have been well cared vivid instant between the rest of the
tor? A gentleman living In Lelth is night and the work of the day.
In the habit ot feeding the birds which
"This dally knowledge now comes
frequent his garden during the winter to the
newspaper office not fortuitousmonths. Some time In January, 1911,
he enticed a greenfinch to enter a ly, but organized. The business cf
:age and so captured it. It was wear- gathering the. world's news has been
ing a ring on its leg marked "Aber-iee- n put on as definite a basis as the busi
'University, 7185."
ness of furnishing food to a great
In the following March he set it at
city. Accident has almost been elimliberty, declares a correspondent of
and if for 48 hours the knowl
inated,
The Scotsman.
He was much surprised when on January 13, 1912, the edge of a great wreck in midocean is
d raeld back a whole people
bird returned. On his cage being
froths with
to him, the bird hopped con- impatience.
tentedly into it and settled comforta"This flood of news in a city of the
bly down for the severe season. An I first
class would Till, if published com
examination of the ring left no doubt
plete, anywhere from 60 to 80 col
as to the Identity of the bird.
umns. The actual amount which can
be given to it by any ordinary news- When Flirting Has No Charm.
taper will run from 20 to 40 columns.
An aviation meet was given recentForty years ago a newspaper printed
ly at Hot Springs, Ark., to the great all the
telegraph It got and pretty
amazement of the native negro population. Two little very black maidens nearly all the local news it could
were discussing the doings of the gather. Today condensation has to
marvelous "bird men," and one of go on in both these fields at the scale
them said boastfully:
.'
fof always one in two or three, and
"Ah wuz offered $10 to go up in one often in
five or six.
o' them flyin' machines."
The School of Journalism has the
"Ten dollars!" exclaimed the other. "Mah goodness, chile, that's a task of uniting the training in books
powerful lot o' money. Why'n you all which the journalist needs with pracFor soreness of the muscles, whethdo It?"
tice In the tecnique of his craft which er Induced by violent exercise or
there is nothing better than
"Well, Ah shorely needs th' money," Is necessary to his professional traia
was the reply, "but Ah ain't goin' to
Chamberlain's Liniment This liniing. The young journalist must ba ment also
relieves rheumatic pifns
flirt with no undertaker fer no $10."
given knowledge in abundant portion. For sale by all dealers.
-

)

aiid it must be knowledge suited to
his future work; but he must also be
taught how to write lucidly and with
force, how to gather news, and how,
above ali things, to be accurate.
"The newspaper is a dally scoff for
its Inaccuracy, but It is far more accurate than the world about it The
variations from extract facts which
take place in newspaper reports, hastily gathered by men questioning wilwitnesses and
ling and unwilling
one Is as dangerous as the other
do not vary from the truth as much
a? testimony in a court where wltneJ- sen are all under oath, and the graO
.f eliciting Information by examination has been settled and developed
tlirpugh generations.
.'Mr. Pulitzer wisely held that there
vbonld be no collegiate test for admission to the School of Journalism.
The development of the profession is
not yet ready for this, for one thing
?.nd for another in the practice of an
urt avery year which separates a man
from adolescence diminishes his power to acouire the art. Every reporter
knows that every year which separates him from 20 has made a little
more difficult the task of acquiring

Albany to Buffalo.

The straps are supposed to hav
been made at the Sherwood establishment, which many years ago stood at
the northeast corner of State and Dill
streets. S. C. Tallman said he believed the straps to be at least 75
years old, and to have lain where they
were found probably for that length of
,
time or longer.
It was In 1809 that Isaac Sherwood
of Skaneatles' became a partner of
Jason Barker of Utica in conducting
the stage line which passed through
this county, carrying the United States
mail. It is recorded that In 1S16 a
line of coaches, among the proprietors
of which was the firm of Isaac Sherwood & Co. of Auburn, was operated
between Canandaigua and Utica.
These coaches passed over what was
known as the Seneca turnpike, constructed between the two points
named. It was designed to build this
road six rods wide, the middle 25 feet
of it to be covered
with gravel or
broken stone to a depth of 15 Inches.
The Seneca Turnpike company was
authorized to erect a toll gate every
ten miles and exact 12
cents toll
for
teams and 25 cents for
tour horses.
From Utica east a
stage
line was operated to Albany, and this
likewise was controlled by Sherwood
& Co. and others.
The corner of State and Dill streets
was a great center for stage coaches
In the early days. Various other lines
besides the turnpike stages converged
In Auburn, there being stages to Homer, Ithaca, Oswego, Aurora and other
places. It was in that day that the
tight broke out between the Pioneer
Line, as a new competing company
was called, and the Sherwood combination.
The Pioneer Line gained control of
the principal hotel in the village,
known as the Western Exchange, hoping thus to embarrass Us rivals. But
the Sherwood interests fitted up the
Bank of Auburn, as it was known, for
their headquarters. An issue of this
campaign was the question of running
itage coaches on Sunday.
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vice In maty towns in the state and only a few hours, she and, the maid
But to maintain that Roosevelt Is a
caused a revenue Ions to the company called a taxicab and drov to the
patriot fired by unselfish teal for his
TO TODAY'S MARKETS
'
of over half a million.
North Side.
RAILROAD "DOPE."
ESTABLISHED 179.
country's good is to state a proposition
Several letters were found a tbe
that his most lot! mate friends know
Freight earnings, while comparing
Published By
more favorably with last year's totals, discard In her room. One, signed J. J.
to be false. Roosevelt is the greatest
OF
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Topeka, Kan., July 11. The safe suffered from
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
smaller grain ship Hudson, New York, general delivery,
egotist of his time. He Is fairly conNew York, July 17. Operations In ty habit has extended to the Union ments last fall.
Farmers in the com- read:
(Incorporated)
sumed with his own Importance and
stocks today were of a mixed charac- Pacific railroad. From the legal of- pany's
"I like your proposition. It
his own ambition. Every act of his
territory have been unable to
ter but with a heavier tendency. Tbe fices In Topeka is announced the gen buy any amount of materials and sup. like a fair, square deal. I'm Do looks
'
piker,
EDITOR since he returned from Africa indiM. M. PADGETT
American market followed the lead of eral plan given to the employes by
plies in the past year and in conse- neither am I a Wall street pillar. I
cates plainly that he had fixed his
lowLondon, where Americans were
W. B. Scott, vice president and gen quence the company's soutbDound am safe, sane and thrifty. I'm no lovmind upon- continuing In the office of
A er, especially Amalgamated
Copper, eral manager.
shipments of general merchandise er of lobster palaces and an aeroplate
president as long an it suited his van OASIS NEAR ROSWELL HAVING
Canadian raciflc, Illinois Central, the
Tbe circular reads:
have not been up to normal. The gait along the Great White Wav, but
HARD TIME TO STAY
ity to dominate American politics. Had
Harrlmans and Steel. The latter reThe management at all times has lines north of Texas did much better I am not a dead one. I have
WET
Roosevelt been truly solicitous for the
faults;
corded the greatest loss abroad, de given most careful consideration to than the part of the
system within I love the sound of a stock ticker and
Entered at the postofflce at East country's welfare he would have tak
a
almost
point
Dexter. N. M.. July 1". The nrst clining
questions of safety in the operation of that state. Smaller tonnage combin- the music In an occasional high ball.
Imm Vegas, New Mexloo, for transmis- en a different course.
He would have
Best tbe property and is constantly in pur- ed with operating difficulties to hand Also the masterpieces of certain
The market closed strong.
sion through the United States malls used his great Influence In a less self definite step looking toward the aboish way, Hq would not have proven lition of the saloon which opened up prices and greatest activity were wit- suit of ways and means to further re- icap the showing ot the system in iae French chefs. Really, I want you.
second claw matter.
false to Taft and stolen the issues of In Dexter last Friday morning was nessed in the last hour when the list duce the number of casualties and Lone Star state.
That's plain. I have good security,
papers recovered from Its stagnation of the personal injuries and the elimination
La Follette. He would have remained taken Saturday night when
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
bonaflde friends and a bankbook that
Mexican Outlet for Frisco.
in the republican party and helped were served on E. Overmeyer. one of early afternoon and went steadily for. of causes. And believing that benefia limousine gasoline thirst can't ex
Dally, by Carrier:
'...'..t M draft a. progressive platform. Later, the proprietors of the saloon, by Dep- ward. There were gains of one to two cial results in this direction can be El Paso, Tex., July 17. Dr. F. 8. haust. Let's talk It over. I think we
Copy
accomplished by the appointment of Pearson of New York and Montreal is can hit on a merger of hearts
IS at Chicago, he would have been will uty Sheriff F. W. Craln. The papers points In some market leaders.
Oa Week
and
committees whose duties shall be to planning to build a railroad from El
65
.
the
filed
a
Month
suit
by
of
lag to help Hadley get the nomination were notice
property.'
Evidently fear is felt over the forth
consider
to
of
7.60 as a
suggestions
Improvement Paso
Quanah, Texas, to connect
One Tear
H. K. Van WoOBter of Boston writes:
compromise progressive candi town of Dexter through its attorneys. coming report of the Stanley congresDally by MaM
"I have lived in a riot of dreams
date. He would not have tied up with pm .nil Hnrvey of Roswell. In this sional committee, which, it Is believ in present methods with a view to with the Frisco system, and give an
In operation in, aa eastern outlet for his Northern Mexi- whose
W.00 Wall streesOand allowed
One Tear
Tire burnsj your soul Image in
George W. suit the town asks for an injunction ed, will recommend the disintegration greater safety
S.00
x Months
Perkins 'feud J. Pierpoht. Morgan to restraining the saloon from continu- of the Steel corporation. A few special- branches of the service, an organi co enterprise. Dr. Pearson and asso my heart, i want you. My soul needs
zation to be knowq as "Bureau of ciates, who took over the timber in
before les,
finance lAs campaign.
you. I am a child with the. divine
ing. The case will be heard
notably Central Leather preferred
Safety" Is established, effective this terests of W. C. Green in North Mex25.
on
McClure
To
i
July
a
the
of Puritan ancestry. My
Texas
and
wei
up
Judge
company,
only
sayHJht'0p)Jsevelt
point date.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
ico and have just completed a rail- soul
,
man fit to lead the progressive moveSince a definite step has been taken Bonds were steady. Prices of prlncl
throbs
a love message- - to yours.
GROWER
A central committee of safety 1
road from Juarez to Chihuahua Have
do pal stocks made some
to
town's
ment
the
right
to
la
to
La
that
ascertain
recefved
Borah,
say
Hadley.
it? Since the cosyou
12.00
improvement
One Tear
and allthe rest away with the saloon, it is possible during the noon hour, when the aver- appointed, consisting pf assistant gen through the timber, are seeking an mic world evolved our souls have
1.00 Follette, Cummins
Blx Montha
of thepr()gr8lSv iil leaders are either that the opening of the saloon will age level was around yesterday's eral manager (operation), assistant outlet for these products, being dis souf&t each other. If you say
30, I
as satisfied. It Is said, with the arrange shall
To say cease to be practically the sole topic close. Union Bag and Paper, Stand- general manager (motive power),
come."
incompetents orhypocrites.
Oaah In Advance for Mall Sotmcrip that Roosevel
sistant
ments
now
offered
enterby railroads
general manager (engineer
honestly desires the of conversation among the citizens ard Milling and Detroit United Rail
tlons)
manager lag here. Dr. B. H. Bryant left to
general
"of progressive ideas above of the town, as it has been since last ways were prominent specialties. The ing), assistant
triumph'
M,Y CHANGE PYTHIAN UNIFORM
Remit by draft, check or money his own
(transportation), chief surgeon, su- make a reconnolssance over the pro
la to gain Monday. On that day a consignment last sales for the day were:
ambitions
personal
Indiapapolis, Ind., July 17. Three
cars and hotels posed line from here to Quanah.
order. IX sent otherwise we will not
itflVfl ft linilaiml Intaraot n n t - . : . n
82V4 perintendent dining
say the facts of very recent history. of liquor Including three barrels of Amalgamated Copper
fc
loss.
for
store
claim
Dr.
As
Pearson intends to extend In
responsible
agent, general
general
To say that Roosevelt Is actuated by whiskey and several cases and kegs American Beet Sugar
138
Pythian circles were Inaugurated
his Mexican railroad to the Mexican
Specimen copies free on appllca-So- high moral motives Is to condone
keeper.
108
brandies and bottled whls-to- Atchison
of
wines,
here today. It Is the biennial Bession
,
Division
will
committees of safety
Pacific coast a link connecting with
some of the dirtiest political trickery
nrrlvfid on the local freight. Great Northern
138
be appointed, consisting of super'n-tenden- the Frisco at Quanah would give the of the supreme assembly of the UniOver- New York Central
to
:
was
that
were
ever
in
consigned
11514
attempted
partisan These goods
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and members of his staff, t Frisco a short une to the Pacific form Rank, Knightaflf Pythias. The
Northern Pacific .....
121
Roosevelt has ..surrounded meyer and Notsteln.
politics.
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
an engineer, a yardman, a for Oriental connections. Dr. Pear- assembly consists; at Major General
conductor,
himself with an unsavory lot of pol
..165
A conference of the town officials Reading
f
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track employe, A. B. & B. employe, a son is interested In many large pro- Arthur J. Stqbhart ot Minneapolis,
itical grafters bosses, trust agents and which was held at once resulted in Southern Pacific
..110
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lumber
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and'
Advertisers
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mills anij a box factory at El Paso
signal employe, a shop employe,
fice for Incompetency. He has degen- - sition.
However, the saloon opened United States (Steel . , . . . ."1 0 . ? 70
such other employes as may from and a gigantic Irrigation enterprise vinces. In which the uniform rank is
largest dally and weekly circulation earted from
a position of high re- for business In the building formerly united States Steel, pfd. ......111
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of any newspaper In Northwestern
time to time seem advisable.
near Medina, Texas.
and
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CHICAGO BOARD OP TRADE
rule-ori- n
offioeseeker.
His seconds Friday morning and continued to do
will take action on the proposal to
Chicago, July 17. Wheat prices to be appointed consisting of one emand bottlshliolders declare that he Is business throughout the day and on
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the uniform of the rknk. Rechange
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17. Mrs.
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Perhaps not. Under Saturday, without being molested. day
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has been a grofcing senthere
Chicago,
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with an advance at Liver branches of the Omaha shops, and
Main 2 the circumstances, that would be a
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Brown, aged 48 years, the "lonesome timent among the members (for a reThroughout the week there was talk sympathy
one
from
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store.
the
general
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NEWS DEPARTMENT. . . . . . .Main 9 minor' delinquency In contrast with among certain parties of resorting to pool
quotations ranged
The members of the central com- widow" with a "fortune In six figures' turn to the uniforms of ten tears ago,
to
up. September started
some of his other-grav- e
faults. Kan violence, but saner counsel prevailed. from
who Is looking for a "polished" east- which included the long osats and
at 96 to 96, the same change froa mittee and superintendents and their ern
sas .City. Journal.
husband instead of a "corn-fedthe plumed hats. The present uniThere were many offers of contribuWEDNESDAY, JULY 17. 1312.
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be
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Miss Eessle Lodge came in last eve
ning, from her In Watrous.
Frank La van of Santa Fe was a visitor In Las Vegas this afternoon.
W. S. Akers, a Santa Fe switchman, left this afternoon on a short
trip to Denver.
A. F. Morrisett, a Santa Fe official
of Albuquerque, came in last night
from the Duke City.
A. G. Green of Albuquerque came in
last night from the Duke City on a
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RESPECTED BY MINE OWNERS

MAROONS WILL GO

TRIP

ON A WEEK'S

DAILY

LOCAL BASEBALL CLUB TO MEET
BEST TEAMS IN SOUTHERN
COLORADO

Superstitions Among Men Who Work
Where Daylight Never Penetrates
Are Rather Quaint.
' Many and
quaint are the superstitions existing among coal miners and
each of tbem is respected by the wise

flOY SUIT

IE3

THE HOUSE FOH

15.00

This is your last chance to get a SUIT or
OVERCOAT for $15.00 as we will close our
store in your city, on or about August 1st.

mine owner.
For example, it is an
custom in the mines la the north ot
The Las Vegas Maroons wlH leave England and South Wales to close
down a mine for one day when a man
Friday .afternon a week's trip in north is killed in (he workings.
In some
beof
us
Always inquire
em New Mexico and southern Colo- mines the closing day after a fatal
rado. They are scheduled Jo play In
is the day of the Tuneral, but
fore buying elsewhere as
Dawson with the Miners on Saturday more usually it is the day after the
and Sunday.
our prices remain the lowTuesday and Wednes accident
In some mines it is considered an
week
business
next
short
they will play the omen of ill luck for a miner to carry
trip.
day of
est for the highest class of
Mr. and Mrs. Pierce Steward will M six wen City aggregation In Maxwell his lantern In his left
hand; and in
leave tonight on train No. 9 on a City. Thursday they are scheduled others, curiously enough, it Is regard
ready-to-wegoods, Dry
short trip to California.
for a game with the Cokedale, Colo. ed as unlucky to carry the lantern in
E. E. Johnson, the land man, will club, after which they will take the the right hand.
Goods, Shoes and Clothing.
una oi tne oldest customs among
return this evening from a week's train for Las Vegas arriving home
miners is that known as "parting."
business trip to Kansas.
Friday night.
When a batch ot miners in England
S. D. Cooper, a Santa Fe official
The Maroons have made a bis hit get to work on a new seam, or cutting,
with, headquarters in Topeka, wag a with the fans in Dawson, and xo satis for the flrst time the first miner to
&
visitor In Las Vegas today.
fy their clamor for games between strike the coal with his pick leaves a
bit ot the clothes he is wearing at the
Miss Amelia E. Bell of Holman, and Dawson and I as Vegas a double-heaplace where he strikes the first blow.
E.
Miss Abbie
Lange of Chacon, were er has been scheduled for Sunday. Os, A miner always tears a bit out of his
(The Popular Priced Store)
in other words, the Maroons are book
visitors In Las Vegas today.
coat or trousers for this purpose, and
MAKERS OP
Phone Main 104.
A Mennet, traveling salesman for ed for a three game series in the coal In mining districts where this custom
r
i
the Charles Ilfeld company, was in ramp. According to the management prevails you may see many wearers
-m
608, DOUGLAS AVENUE
EAST LAS VEGAS, N. 11.
Santa Fe yesterday on business.'
of the Dawson team, the game played of clogs going about with several torn
In'
of
their
the
clothes, telling
Max Nordhous, manager tor the there last Saturday was" one of the patches
number of times they have fulfilled
Charles Ilfeld company, returned last best ever witnessed In their city, and the custom of
parting In the mine. It
night from a business trip to Albu- as a result Las Vegas will be a big Is considered unlucky to have such
rents In cloths mended.
querque.
attSSSS
drawing card there.
L. P. Casselberry, S. P. Tracy and
Every miner on taking on work at a
ALL GOOD FELLOWS GOTO
The local boys will be on the road
W. C. Doughers formed a party that Monday, moving from Dawson to Max mine in the north of England receives
a cardboard leaf, containing the regucame in last night from Las Vegas.
well, and this will be the only day off lations
prevailing at that particular
Santa Fe New Mexican.
during the week. No game was sched mine, which he must scrupulously obR.
Mrs.
F. Johnson, who has been uled' with Trinidad as was tba first serve. It is considered an unlucky
visiting in Lexington, Mo., for the plan but as Cokeda'e s a gnd ball thing for a miner to lose this card, and
past several months, will return to town, this garni will mete a sool sul--- in many miners' homes you may see
the regulation card hanging on the
Las Vegas tonight on train No. 9.
etltute for the Tr!"idad d.i'e.
wall in a glass frame.
Manuel Maes and .Luciano Maes,
It is probable that the Dawsor cluB
;or gaaes on
sheepmen of Gonzales, who have been vill come to Las Vo
in Las Vegas several days on busi .Saturday and Sunday,
27 and
FATE OF THE OLD CHURCHES
to
ares-eereturned
ness,
ranch
their
this
morn
The
Maroons
and
the
Minerg
OFFICIAL DISPENSER OF
' ...
ing.
ingly the closest matched teams In the Eighteen From New York City Havs
Been Sold and .Moved to Small
J. R. Sexton, Santa Fe master me state, and these contests should prove
WHISKEY
OLD RIPY
Towns.
chanic with headquarters In La Junta, to be hot ones, and meet with the de
waa in Las Vegas today on business, mands of local fans.
COORS GOLDEN BEER ON
Eighteen stone churches which were
having come In last night from Col
The Trinidad club undoubtedly will an Manhattan Island from twenty-fiv- e
"
'
'
rado.'
be booked for Saturday and Sunday to two years ago are now scattered
Because the advertiser has done something to
inspire confidence.
Mrs. Herman Ilfeld and children games here in the near future. This over New York state, New Jersey and
He
has
not
the
All Brands of Bottled Beer
value
and
only
of his .produsefulness
explained
and Mrs. B. 'Brash left this morning club is made
up .of some first class Connecticut, says the New York Sun.
These structures were taken down to
but has put his personality and reputation behind his
uct,
Ilfeld summer home at Trout ball
for
the
players, having among their num make room for mercantile
and Bonded Whiskies
buildings.
statements.
Springs where they will spend sever- ber, Jack Nash, Burns, Brlerly, BradThe congregations moved uptown and
al
weeks.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
ley, Martin, Woods and Lochard, all built new edifices. The old buildings
Family Trade Solicited
Morton Howell,' regularly employed well known to the local baseball fans. were sold and the
buyers took them
He believes in his goods to the" extent of
as Santa Fe yard clerk in the local
investing his capital, nor
The management of the Maroons is down, carefully numbering each stone
Phone Vegas 1.13 for
only in making the goods, right but in advertising, which
yards, Is In Santa Fe where he is re- meeting with continued success In and making full detailed drawings for
ale with the materials to prospective
will not prove permanently 'profitable if he fails to make
lieving the cashier at the station for laislng funds for the association exWines, Liquors or Beer
purchasers.
several weeks.
good secure repeat orders.
penses, and. with good attendance at
There is a good market for second
Delivered Free.
,,, Charles
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade
Peterson, the Denver 4 games, the benefit play that wKl hand churches taken down hereabout
name, but it
publisher, returned this morning from re staged around the first of August, and that can be moved by low cost
is the advertiser's guarantee of
quality.
shorty business trip- to Mora. Mr. ami pa occasional dance, the flnairers- wster .carriage, to pJacea- - wUhia-tw- o515 DOUULAs'AVE.4
Vou areTjustiHeT inTnTsuTpTcT
nundred miles. Old New Yorkers
Peterson expects to leave this even- :t the club will be
kept In
Come and Try Your Luck
Journeying
New
Jerupstate, through
ing for Santa Fe.
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
shape.
sey or in Connecticut often come upon
Frank Baird arrived in Las Vegas
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
a church that looks familiar, and on
this afternoon, stopping off en route
HENEY WONT TALK
find
making
buildthat
money in telling others of their goodness.
the
inquiries
HURT
BROTHER FABIAN
from Dodge City to San Marcial,
Washington,
July 17. James B. ing formerly stood on Manhattan Is
ColMichael's
St.
of
Fabian
Brother
It
where he is employed in the Santa Fe Reynolds,,
land and after being taken to a new
secretary of the republican
was
so as to give
lege, Is confined to his rooms suffer- engineering corps.
national committee, met Francis J. site
tne stone a fresh appearance.
ing from a severe and painful Injury , Miss Maggie Bucher of Raton Is a Heney of San Francisco in
Washing
ocIn the last dozen years an enormous
which
accident
an
from
In
vlistor
'resulting
Las Vegas, a guest at the ton today.
business has been done In taking down
the
in
curred on the scenic highway
nome or Mrs. f. B. January. MIs3
"Frank, why can't we book you up brownstone houses in Manhattan and
Santa Fe canyon on Saturday, says fiucher arriver last evening from .Ar for a few
them in many places. One
speeches for Taft in the
Mexican.
fine facade by a famous architect of
the Santa Fe New
kansas City, where she had been vis- coming
asked
campaign?"
Reynolds.
A picnic was held up the canyon and iting Mrs. W. K. Etter, a sister of
years ago Is In Boston, another
"I'll bite why can't you," returned sixty
In New Haven and a number are In
after the pleasures of the day were Mrs. January.
Heney.
New Jersey cities. More than a thous
over the party started for Santa Fe,
"Polly" Barr, one of the Las VeTo interviewers Mr. Heney said he and fine brownstone houses were taken
toBrother Fabian and M., Nagel being
gas Maroons star twlrlem. nnrt Ma was in
down in Manhattan last year and the
Washington on private
stone and a good deal of the timber
gether In a rig drawn by a span of bride returned laet evening from an
mules. Just as they reached a point extended bridal tour in the middle
were worked into houses and apart
the public
Vaughn was a rev endeavor to secure the release ot
ment houses, hotels and halls within a M
a Bhort distance this side of Monu- west. "Polly" was married to a charm
elation to me. Moore is mayor of the Moore on bond."
summer
months moth- Hundred miles of this city.
ment rock, where the curves In the ing Raton girl in the Gate City sev ersDuring the
town, prominent in lodge and busi
of young children should watch
are sharp and, the way narrow, eral weeks ago.
road
ness circles, has had a first class rep
for
any unnatural looseness of the
"
MRS. MABRY DEAD
w. H. Gregory, a cousin of O. L. bowels. When given prompt attention
NO BOND
a motorcycle, going" at tremendous
utation and has hosts of warm friends,
How He Tamed the Gallery.
driving uregory or this , city, arrived last at this time serious trouble may be
Santa
Fe, N, M, July 17. Mrs. T,
speed, shot round a ourve,
man
Tie
who
waa
killed
E. H. Sothern tells an amusins
was a San
team, head on. night from': his home near Winf'cid avoided. Chamberlains Colic, Chol- story of his father, B. A., otherwise
J. Mabry, wife of State Senator Mabry
ta
straight Into
Fe
foreman
and
I
to
want
popular.
era and Diarrhoea Remedy can al
Sothern. During the sum MAN WHO SHOT W. F. TUDOR express my appreciation of the at died last night of septic fever. She
The impact drove the team backward Kansas, for a visit with relatives ways De depended upon.
For sale by "Dundreary"
the
mer of 1863, the elder, with John T.
throwing
Mr.
away,
and they swung
titude of the railroad men of the came here last January to attend the
MUST STAND FOR
Gregory is a farmer. He says his mi ueaiers.
Raymond and several other
'
town. All the state's witnesses were executive session with her husband.
occupants with great force against Jvheat crop this year went bettor
actors, occupied the local theater of a
NEW EQUIPMENT.
the rocks. It was only gooa rortune than 30 bushels to the achn.
railroad men and I saw and talked Her home is in Clovls, N. M.. The
seaside summer resort, to which he
of
Denver, Colo., July 17. Vice Presi- and his company drew a
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. West of Colmor
that prevented the precipitation
N.
a score of railroad men while I Mabrys formerly resided at Weather- with
M., July 17. Jack
Albuquerque,
large house
men, team and wagon Into the ravine are in Las Vegas on a short shopping dent Browne of the Denver and Rio several nights in the week to hear and D. Moore of East Vaughn, who on the was in the town. Without exception ford, Oklahoma, and Oklahoma City.
Mr. Mabry is editor of the Clovis, N.
on the opposite side of the road. The and business trip Mr. West says the Grande railroad today awarded con see them act rehearse, really, impor night of July 11 shot and killed Wm. they took the view, that
they should
injuries were less serious than at country in the neighborhood of Col tracts for freight equipment to cost tant plays for their next winter's New F. Tudor, was given a preliminaryy not talk about the case but leave it M., Journal.
to the courts to decide.
first supposed. Brother Fabian had mor is in excellent condition' and Sl.100,000 and to be delivered within York season.
The gallery "gods" became so ob- hearing at Fort Sumner yesterday
the ligaments about his ankle badly farmers and ranchers are happy in ninety days.
was
"Hot headed citizens sent out tele
to
and
held
the
of
grand jury
streperous on occasions that It waa
torn and the cords of his leg severely the expectation or a successful
MAY
with great difficulty the play could be Guadalupe county without bond. This grams to the governor, to the news- If you are a housewife you cannot proceeded with.
strained, while Nagel came, out with
The ringleader, a was the information given last night Tapers and. to me,t censuring the re
to be healthy or town tough, was known, as Bill
a sprained ankle. The rider of the
F? C. Fox, general manager of the reasonably hope
by District Attorney Charles W. U. leasing of Moore on.; bond, when as
beautiful by washing dishes, sweep"Ward of Las Vegas, who went to matter of fact he! was taken to the
motorcycle whose name the wagon western grand division of the A. T.
WORK
and
housework
ing
doing
dav.
all
The
elder Sothern addressed hira in
occupants did not learn, did not lin & S. F.p passed through Las Vegas and crawling into bed dead tired at the midst
to
Jail
attend
teariat
Santa
Rosa
the
Guadalupe
and
county
not
his
given
of the most unearthly noise,
this afternoon in business car No. 18 nignt. YOU must get out Into the mien as follows: "Mr.
ger on the scene.
liberty for a minute. Both men were
Hanrahan, will you ng, and is here on his way home.
i
The accident which was fortunately on train ,No. 10 ea oute from Ama- - air and sunlight. If you do this every be good enough to take charge of the
Mr. Ward said that the case was married and had several children.
WESTERN FEDERATION OF MINno worse than It was, emphasize' the rillo, Texas, .to Denver. Mr. Fox will day and keep your stomach and bow- - gallery and keep order for me? I called before Justice Wledeman of
At the Fort Sumner hearing the
ERS DISCUSSES IMPORT.
m
eis
gooa
order
or
by taking Chamber- shall feel very grateful."
East Vaughn, Monday mcrning, but Btate produced evidence to the effect
importance of a code of signals vf - stop off several hours in Raton this lain Tablet's when
. .
ANT AMENDMENT.
needed,
you
was
The
of
result
the high- evening, 'continuing on a later train should become both
magical! Bill cracked upon application for a change of ven that the shooting took place on the
use on the narrow parts
and
healthy
.
.
.
.
A
'
the heads of a few of his erstwhile ue
ma Mhnf
For sale bv all
way wnere me curves ai o duwi ., vuw tonight to Denver tq investigate the beautiful.
by the defense, and after a hearing baseball grounds at Vaughn, wher? a
Cripple Creek, Colo., July It. The
fellow rioters with such good effect
niaces for signalling being plainly damage done to railroads in the re
was only a little time before the local Justice sent the case to number ot boys were practicing. Tu- proposed constitutional amendment
that
it
AMERICANS
DROPA
POINT
marked by posts.
cent flood.
Fort Sumner. It was charged by sev- - dor walked over to where Moore was to permit local unions to make conthe best of order prevailed.
Stockholm, July 17. The fifth and
eral witnesses that the Vaughn Jus- sitting in the bandstand. No one tracts with employers
George McDill, international secre
precipitated a
last event In the military riding comtice of the peace had expressed his heard the conversation that took lively debate when the Western FedM.
C.
Y.
of
the
head
with
tary
A,
Georee L. Hlgble, Manton,
But
One
Distinction.
at the Olympic games today
case and place. Only one boy saw the shooting eration of Miners' convention met toused Foley Kidney Pills for kidnej quarters in Chicago, came in this af-- petition
Mrs. J. G. Phelps Stokes (Rose opinion freely regarding the
on
had
and bladder trouble. He says: "1 ternoon on train No.' 10 from Tucson, saw the United States team retro
been
terms
with and he testified that when he looked, day. President Charles H. Moyer, in
unpleasant
Pastor) said in a recent address in
find for my case no other medicine and win; be in Las Vegas tomorrow, grade from second to third place. Four New
Moore for some time. Mr. Ward ex Moore was standing in the bandstand his annual address,
of
dlshoa.
certain
York,
apropos
approved the plan
equals Foley Kidney pills for beneteams competed: Sweden, Germany, est financial methods:
pressed the opinion that a perfectly with a gun and Tudor was reaching and showed wherein federation minficial effect." They are a safe and the guest of the local association. Mr. and the United
States, each repre
"They tell a story about a man ol fair hearing could have been obtain- up, grabbing at Moores' hands. Sev- ers would profit thereby.
reliable medicine for kidney trouble McDill j'will meet with the directors
and rheumatism. Contain no harmful of the organization tomorrow morning sented by four men, and France, by this type. It appears that, as he got ed at Vaughn, but said that owing eral witnesses turned after the first
A resolution was adopted to preout of his motorcar one day, a thief to
three.
O. G. Shaefer, Red Crosi and will be
drugs.
the inflamed state of local feeling shot was fired and saw, the positions vent federation miners from
a
of
honor
at
dinner
guest
working
,
Drug Store.
The English and Danish riders aban snatched a silk handkerchief from the and the division of the citizens Into of the men. Three shots were fired, In mines
in the parlors Qf the Y.M. C. A. build
where water is not providovercoat.
pocket of his sable-linedoned
the
The
competition.
style and
"The millionaire grabbed the thiei hostile camps over the question, It was two of which took effect in the upper ed tor, watering holes while drilling.
N. J. Oorham,
casnier bank ot ing tomorrow noon. Mr. McDill is on
Woodville. Woodville, Ga., had a very a trip though the southwest, visiting appearance of the horses ridden "by and looked around for a police officer. probably better that tne change ot part of the back of the head and the
other in the shoulder.
severe attack of kidney trouble and all assocaitlons in this section, in the officers counted largely In this Then the thief, squirmingly in , his "enue was granted.
the pains In his kidneys and back vestigating conditions and advising event. The foreign officers had anim- grasp, said:
'It Is ot course natural," said the
"The defense offered no testimony,
CABINET RESIGNS.
were terrible. "I got a bottle of "ol-e- r
"'Ah, let me go! Come on now, district attorney, "that in such a case but asked that bond be
als which were far more costly than
owand
will
methods
that
Constantinople, July 17 The Turkthe
changes
granted,
get
me
let
Arter
go.
Kidney Pillg from our druggist
the
all,
boss,
only as
those of the Americans,
some of difference between
this, where one prominent man ing to failure of the state to show ish cabinet resigned today in conseand they entirely relieved me. I hav best results.
you and me is that
whose mounts are merely picked cavwas
killed by another, that there malice. The record will rrobabiy be quence ot the revolt in the army
more benefit from them than any othor
makin'
sixth
your
you're
seventh
Horses rathei? than million while I'm still workln' on
er medlolne." O. G. Schaefer, Red
alry horses.
should be differences of opinion and taken to the district court as a basis against the methods, of the commitmj
The Ottlc prints an the oew.
Cross Drug Store.
first.' horsemanship turned the scale.
strong feeling, but the condition of for habeas corpus proceedings in an tee of union and progress.
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..DIRECTORY
C MITRAL II 01 EL
'KIRS.ZR. FLINT,

Prop

Cor. Grand and 'Douglas Ave.
?ast Las Vegas, li. M.

LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL, Propitfor

Ave
447
Main
Phone
416 Grand

Battery Giarging Station
Automobiles for Hire

A. H. Lorenzen
Carriage Manufacturer,
General Blacksmithing,
Carriage Painting
DEALER

IN-H-

eavy

Hardware and
Wagon Material

State of New Mexico
In the District Court
San
of
Miguel.
County
In the matter of the
Ko.
Petition of Vincent
Fortune for change of

VIOAS DAILv OPTIC. WEDNESDAY, JULY 17, 1912.

Estray Advertisement
advertisement, said astray will be sold
Notice is hereby given to whom It
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken op by
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Q. J. Munhollon, Schroeder, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
One dun or cream male
1st pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, '12
horse with strip In face, 10 years,
700 lbs., 13 hands.
. Estrsy Advertisement
Branded
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
On left hip
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Branded
J. L. Klnkade, St Vraln, N. M.
On left hip
One black horse, 10 or 12
Said animal being unknown to this
Boardi unless claimed by owner on or
years, 700 lbs., 13 hands.
Wl before July 30, 1912,, said date being
Branded
On left thigh
J 10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement said estray will be sold
Branded
On right hip
by this Board for the benefit of the
Said animal being unknown, to this owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Albuquerque, N. M.
before July 30, 1912, said date being
last pub. July 20, 12
W,
1st
10 days after last appearance of this
pub. July
will
sold
said
be
advertisement,
estray
Estray Advertisement
by this Board for the benefit of the
Notice is hereby given to whom !t
owner when found.
may concern that the following deCATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
scribed estray animal was taken tip by
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
1st. pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, T2 Marcellno Sanchez, Los Padillas, N.
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OINNERI

ALWAYS

HANDLEL

To-wl- t:

name.
Notice of changing name of Vincent
Fortune to Vincent Rathburn and
Rath-burEstablishing Name of Vincent
Notice Is hereby given that the
Vincent Fortune, did, on
the 16th day of July, A. D. 1912, file
a petition in the District Court of San
Miguel County, State of New Mexico,

1

To-wl- t:

wherein he asked that his eald name
of Vincent Fortune be changed to Vin
cent Rathburn, and that the said name
of Vincent Rathburn be established
for him by decree of said court. That
said Vincent Fortune resides In the
City of Las Vegas, In said County and
State. That application for hearing
upon Bald petition will be made be
fore the Honorable David J. Leahy,
Judge of said Court, at Las Vegas, In
said County and State, on the 29th
Estray Advertisement
day of August, A. D., 1912, said date
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
1912
being within the regular May
term of said Court. That the name may concern that the following deof petitioner's attorney la C. W. O. scribed estray animal was taken up by
Ward whose office and postofflce ad E. J. White, Estancla.
One male colt black, 2
dress Is Las Vegas, New Mexico.
feet hlgu.
years, 300 lbs., 4
VINCENT FORTUNE,
Branded
Petitioner.
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
Financial Statement of
British American Assurance Company Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 30, 1912, said date being
of Toronto, Canada, Jan. 1, 1912.
? 1,657,481 10 days after last appearance of this
Assets In TJ. S
935,002 advertisement, said estray will be sold
Liabilities in U. S.722,479 by this Board for the benefit of the
Surplus In U. S.
on ner when found.
L.
Agent,
Cutler,
Harry
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
East Las Vegas, N. M.
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RATES

FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

CHAPMAN LOOSE

NO

t,

DO H ADO
A. F. A EL
LODGE
NO.
1,
KNIGHTS
OF PYTHIAS Meet
r
avery Monday
nm in Castle H1L
A viaiung Knlehtsare
month. Visiting brothInvited.
ers cordially Invited
cordially
um E. Uebaca
. R. Murray.
N. O. Herman, W- - 1L;
;
uler, Cha d e e o 1
Secretary.
Commander. Hrr
t
Martin, Keeper
LAS VEQAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Records and Seal.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
A

Reroiar
first and
third Thursday In smi

. ADVER-

M.

-

cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
Rg
No ad to occupy less space than two
conclave1 seem
Vulr
line. All advertle ments charged
.
day in each moatb at Ifawill be booked at space actually set, sonlo Tempi
at 7:30 p. m. C. D.
without regard to number of words. Boucher, a C; Cha. Tamme, Re
Cash In advance preferred.
order.
Five

Ts

rA

1

To-wl- t:

5 WJ

Kxalted Ruler.
Condon, Secretary.

a

D. W.

ATTOHNEY8
HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker

A

HUNKER
Cheater A. Hunn
Attorneys at Law.
Laa Vegas,
New Mexior

PIIVSICIAN8

Mm

Wanted

1

Meets, second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
brothers are cordially invited. P.
D. McElroy,

One sorrel white face
horse 8 years, E00 lbs.
month at Kasonle TemBranded
ple, at T:l p. m. K. R.
On left hip
WlUlams. H. P.; T. O.
Branded
Blood, Secretary.
On right hip
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN L
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Said animal being unknown to this
9-nrst and third Fridays In
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Maaonle
Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Temple.
before July 30, 1912, said date being
Rati edge
Worthy Matron; James
10 days after last appearance of this
Mrs. George Tripp,
Worthy
Patron;
WANTED
room
cot
furnished
Five,
advertisement, said estray will be sold
Secretary. Faon Main 129, 120
tage, must have front and sleeping
by this Board for the benefit of the
Grand avenue.
AdGood
location
desired.
porch.
owner when found.
dress Optic.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,

-

--

B. P. O. ELKS

LAS VEQAS CHAPTER No, S, ROYAL
ARCH MASONS Rsplar convoca
tion lrst Monday is each

M.

To-wl- t:

Vv

DR. H. W. HOUF
Residence 1016 Fifth St
Office 506
Grand Avenue
Phones Res. Main 293. Office Main it
Office hours 10 to 12 m.; 2 to 4 p. m

FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
Albuquerque, N. M.
1KNTISTS
10J Meets avery Monday night at
WANTED
care
Trained
would
Nurse,
'12
last
pub. July
pub. July 20,
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
for Infant, for board and room for
DR. CLIFFORD PLEW, DENTIST
CLAY AND HAVENS
o'clock.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Visiting members are
limited time. No healthseeker, but
Estray Advertisement
Successor to
welcome. B. B. Gehrlng,
oordlaJJy
If you are a housewife you cannot 1st pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, ' 2
hoMiss
Griffiths, Optic
Notice is hereby given to whom it
stranger.
E L. Hammond
Dr.
T.
J.
president;
Livery, Feed and Sales Stables. reasonably hope to be healthy or
Busier, secretary;
tel.
may concern that the following de
beautiful by washing diBhes, sweep
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
Office 7 Crockett Building.
Advertisement
Estray
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Good Rijjs & Prompt Service
ing and doing housework all cay,
Phone Main 115
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
WANTED Experienced waitress at
H. Emerson, Hagerman, N. M.
and crawling into bed dead tired at
deResidence Phone Olive 5462.
1202 National Ave
Phone Main 71 night You must get out Into the open may concern that the following
MODERN
WOODMEN
OF
AMERIC
the Blsmark Cafe. Home girl preOne old bay unbroken
air and sunlight If you do this every scribed estray animal was taken up by horse, 14 hands
Meet in the forest of brother
ferred.
high, about 4 years.
day and keep your stomach and bow
H. Head, White Water.
love at Woodmen of the Wor
Branded
els In good order by taking ChamberLOCAL TIME CARD
One gray mare 9 years,
ball on the second and fourth fr
On right shoulder
lain Tablet's when needed, you 750
lbs.
8
of
C.
CU
month
m.
and
each
at
should
become
both
day
p.
healthy
P. MACKEL
Has a scar
- ..
Branded
beautiful. For sale by all dealers.,
EAST BOUND
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. VUi
On left hip
J
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
On left shoulder
FOR SALE Best residence lots In
lng neighbors are especially wa Arrive
apai
Said animal being unknown to this
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
Said animal being unknown to this
1:11 p. m
come and cordially invited.
:10 p. m..
No.
the city. 3 lots corner of Baca and
A. M. Nason, farming near canaan,
and Glaring.
claimed
unless
owner
on
Board,
or
by
p. m
Me., was badly crippled with sciatic Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Sixth street, facing east at a very
No.. 4. ...11:06 p m.
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
rheumatism due he cays to urto acid before July 30, 1912, said date being before July 30, 1912, said, date being
1:25 a.
- t. E. ROSENWALD
No. 8.... 1:15 a. m
Bacharreasonable
Inquire"
NO.
LODGE
644.
price.
West Bids Plaza . . . i . Old Town In his blood. "Foley Kidney Pills 10 days after last appearance of this 10 days after last appearance of this
2:19 a. sa
I. O. of B, B. Meets
ach Bros.
eyery Brat No. 10.... 1:45 p. m.
entirely cured me and also removed advertisement said estray will be sold advertisement said estray will be sold
numerous black specks that were conthe
in
of
month
the
Tuesday
vestry
by this Board for the benefit of the
WEST BOUND
FOR SALE Piano and household fur
rooms of Temple Monteflore at i
tinually before my eyes." Foley Kid by this Board for the benefit of the owner when found.
owner
found.
when
ney Pills are a uric acid solvent and
p.
1:20 p.
1
610 Main street
No.
o'clock
6t
m.
niture.
ar
brothers
p.
Ylsitlnj;
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
are effective for the various forms
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
6:15 p. at
a. m
3.
No.
Invited
LAWNTMOWERS SHARPENED
.....6:10
Isaac
AppaL
con&Jlj
of rheumatism. O. O. Shaefer, Red
Albuquerque, N. M.
4:50 p.
Albuquerque, N. M.
4:40 p. m
,
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec- No. 7
Vock. and LOunsmith Bicycle and Cross Drug Store.
1st. pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, 12 WHITE Wyandotte hens, BOc, 75c
7:00 p.
1st pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, 12
9
6:35 p. m..
Mrs.
M. E. Johnson
and
No.
$1.00.
retary.
General Repairing
Humboldt, Kansas."
.sstrayAdvertiif;ient. -wsUiiga cost ! iinzt
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC:
There la more Catarrh la this sec
Notice is hereby given to whom it
a medicine that gets a man up out
Notice is hereby given to whom It
.NO. 804. Meets second and foar
JULY
SPECIAL 100 Buff
Rock
tion of the country than all other disof bed and able to work In a few days
concern
the
that
may
de
following
dethe last
chicks, $10. Mrs. M. E. Stevens,
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Plonei eases put together, and until
Is a valuable and welcome remedy. may concent that the following
scribed estray animal waB taken up by
was supposed to be incurfew
was
taken
animal
years
scribed
by
up
Kan.
estray
are
John
membrs
building.
Humboldt,
Visiting
bad
Heath, Michigan Ba. Cal.,
Marcellno Sanchez, Los Padillas, N.
Automobile, Carriage &
able. For a great many years dockidney and bladder
Leopoldo C. Lopez, Casa Salazar, N. M.
trouble, v
dially lnvled. . Peter Emenaker, G. tors pronounced it a local disease and
confined to his bed, unable to turn M.
K., Richard Devlne, F. S.
prescribed local remedies, and by
One black horse, 800 lbs.,
wnnout help. "I commence'!
using
One bay horse hind "logs
falling to cure with local
constantly
14 hands high, 9 years.
Foley Kidney Pills and cac truly
it Incurable.
8 years.
5
treatment
pronounced
white,
feet
I.
was
N. 0. HERMAN
I
O. O. F., LAS VEGA3 LODGE NO
reloleved at once." His exFOR RENT Merchants', restaurant
say
Branded
to be a
Catarrh
has
Science
proven
Branded
ample Is worth following.
O. O.
1.
Meets every Monday evening t. constitutional disease, and therefore
furnished complete ready to start
On left hip
On left hip
ouaeier, ttea jross urug store.
Ave
their hail on Sixth street. All visit requires
constitutional treatment
business. See Raywood, 515 Doug
429
Said animal being unknown to this
Said animal being unknown to this
las avenue.
ing brethren cordially Invited to at Hall's Cattarrh Cure, manufactured
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or
tend. J . D. Fridenstine, N. G.; by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio,
cure on the
Constitution!'
Is the
before July 30, 1912, said date being before
Estray Advertisement
RENT
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood marketonlyIt is taken Internally in
FOR
30,
1912,
said
piano.
date being
Inquire
Upright
July
Notice Is hereby given td whom it 10
of
last
this
after
appearance
10
days
El Dorado hotel.
Secretary; Karl Werts, Treasurer1 doses from 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
days after last appearance of this
may concern that the following de advertisement, said estray will be sold
C V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee. It acts directly on the blood and muadvertisement, said estray will be sold
scribed estray animal was taken up by
cous surfaces of the system. They
by this Board for the benef't of the by this Board for the benefit of the FOR RENT Three new rooms fur
INEWLYJUESIODELED
G. J. Hunhollon,
offer one hundred dollars for any
Schroeder, N. M.
owner when found.
nished for light housekeeping. 921 F. O. E. Meets first and third Tnea case
owner when found.
it fails to cure. Send for
One sorrel female horse,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Private Baths andJLavatoriesj
Lincoln.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
and testimonials.
day evenings each month, at Wood
6 years, 700
lbs., 13V4 hands.
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
Address: F. J. Cheney & Co., ToN. M.
man halL Visiting Brothers 001
Albuquerque,
iPrivate
Heat
cranaea
Steam
Telephones
p 1st pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, 12 1st pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, '12 FURNISHED room with bath, all dially invited to attend. A. s) ledo, O.
On right shoulder
Sold by druggists, 75c.
Rates $2.50per day and up
Tenth street, four blocks from de
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Se
Said animal being unknown to this
Take Hall's Family Pills for con- AMERICAN PLAN
Advertisement
v
Estray
pot
'rotary.
,
Estray Advertisement
stipation.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
Is hereby given to whom it
Special Kates by Week or Month before July 30, 1912. said date being may concern that the following de- Notice
concern
may
that the following de- FOR RENT Fine suite of furnished
10 days after last
appearance of this scribed estray animal was taken up by scribed
housekeeping rooms, electrlo lights,
:
estray animal was taken up by
i
advertisement said estray will be sold M. E. Phillips, Koehler, N. M.
and ibath, also single rooms excellent
Marcellno
N.
Los
Sanchez,
Padillas,
by this Board for the benefit of the
One roan mare, 700 lbs., M.
lbs. or More, Each Delivery
location, 918 Eighth street
8 per 1M Ihs.
owner when found.
6 years, 12 hands high.
tba. to &00t Mm Each Delivery
250
Ifitt
900
One
lbs.,
bay horse,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
11 I
a--"
l
2M lbs. te 1,00 lbs Baot. Delivery
Branded
89a per IN the.
15 hands high.
Albuquerque, N. M.
On left hip
tOS lbs
Each Delivery
te
lbs.
N
40 par
ifc.
Branded
1st. pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, '12
Said animal being unknown to this
Late Than 6f lbs. Each Delivery
SSe per 1N lbs.
On left and right shoulder
LOST A red bull, white face, red
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Branded
Estr.y Advertisement
before July 30, 1912, said date being
spot around each eye, dehorned.
On left hip
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
Branded
10 days after last appearance of this
may concern that the following deSaid animal being unknown to this
advertisementsaid estray will be sold
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
scribed estray animal was taken up by
the Board, unless claimed by owner on or
benefit
the
of
this
Board
for
Notify R. E. Hannon, E. Las Vegas,
and Lastin Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vejas
by
B. C. Terry, Solano, N. M.
before July 30, 1912, said date being Reward.
Of'
owner when found.
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
One black mare, G50 lb3,
10 days after last appearance of this
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
13 hands, 3 years .'
advertisement, said estray will be sold
Albuquerque, N M.
of people re
Branded
1T"T 1st pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, 12 by this Board for the benefit of the An increasingofnumber
the satisfactory re- port regularly
On right shoulder
owner when found.
Said animal being unknown to this
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
and commend their healing and cura - J gj
our ice Is cooling! More
Vnn
Estray Advertisement
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
Notice is hereby given to whom
than that, it's pure and wholesome. before July 30, 1912, said date
prepared medicine,
1st pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, '12 are a carefully
being
Every piece of our ice Is clear and 10 days after last appearance of this may concern that the following de
guaranteed to contain no harmful or
habit forming drugs. They can have
healthful and our prices --re so reas- advertisement said
scribed estray animal was taken up by
will be sold
;ed for
only a beneficial effect when
Estray Advertisement
R. B. Schoonmaker, Harvey's Ranch,
onable that you are doing yourself an by this Board for estray
the benefit of the
and bladder troubles, for
13 hereby given to whom It kidney
Notice
to
ice
M.
not
N.
ordering your
East Las Vegas,
injustice by
owner when found.
backache,
rheumatism, weak back
may concern that the following de- or
One black mare 7 nr
day from
lumbago. O. G. Shaefer, Red Cross
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
'
scribed estray animal was taken up by Drug Store.
.
years, 1,000 lbs.
Albuquerque, N. M.
THE CRYSTAL' ICE CO.
M.
N.
Bias
Sanchez, Wagon Mound,
1st pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, 12 Branded
Phone Main 227
Classified ads. search out thepeaple to whom
One red cow, partly white
On right shoulder
amonf al
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
face, & years.
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To-wl- t:
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ANT Ads
Are Best

To-wi- t:

i

To-wl- t:

Summer colds are hard to get rid
of. and frequently lead to astnma
fcronchltis, and hay fever. Do not let
your cold get a hold on you, but use
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
for quick relief. W. H. Allen, Chelsea, Wis., says:. "W. prefer Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound to other
cough medicines because It quickly
cures coughs and colds. It will ward
off a cold Jf taken In time." Contains no opiates. O. G. Shaefer, Red
Cross Drug Store.
--

The Outlc prints an the new

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Ofimiano Gutierrez, Alameda, N. M.
One white mare, 12 years
12 hands.
Branded
'On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 30, 1912, said date being
before July 12, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
To-wl- t:

D

Branded
On left shoulder
Branded
ftfaiaaif
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 30, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the

owner when founds
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
.Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, 12

i

l

FOLEY'S

HONEY mo TAR

Branded
On left ribs

animal being unknown to this
unless claimed by owner on or
July 30, 1912, said date being
July 12, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
Said
Board,
before
before

1st

Market Finders

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque. N. M.
pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, '12

i

COMPOUND

For over three decades a favorite
household medicine for COUGHS,
COLDS, CROUP, WHOOPING
COUGH, BRONCHITIS, HARD
andSTUFFY BREATHING. Take
at first sign of a cold. Quick, safe
and reliable.' The Bee Hive on the
carton is the mark of the genuine.
Refuse sustitutes.
"

O. G.

Schaefer

.Red Cross Drug

Co.

That property you want to sell isJWORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, ,vant
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible
buyers, of a
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
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YQ U R TOWN

Whenever Anything For The Good of The Community is Proposed, Get in The Front
Line of The Procession And See That The Project is Brought to a Successful Conclusion.

MPORTAI

A
That

You Boost Your Business.

I

I
I

I

You Can do it by Advertising.

THE

1

I
1

u
Furnishes the best advertising medium and it is willingto join in any scheme that
will be for the benefit and betterment of Las Vegas,
Should you care to supplement your newspaper advertising by the use of circulars
and catalogues The Optic's job department can turn out beautiful work of that
variety.
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WANTED

AIMS

THE STORE THAT'S

A lady
Michael Quiyiey, who hag been a
to demonstrate
and represent the Splrella Corset piitieut at the Las Vegan hospital
to. Must apply at once. Call or t.uce December 20, when he came to
telephone Hotel La Tension. Mail La Vegas from his home in Denver,

LOCAL NEWS

COSY

3S4.

Our entire line of eummer millinery
One-Hal-

DOES NOT PUT PRICE BEFORE QUALITY BUT

GUARANTEES

AND- -

jKICf.
BE

TO

3

QUALITY

rioney Back for any Article Purchased at
Our Store that Does not Prove Satisfactory

to you.

de-

AX

the

Lobby, of course.

The Harmony club will meet
afternoon with Mrs. James R, Ba
ker, at her home, 918 Douglas avenue.

K E DA 'VIS
''v

i

I

Merchanta' restaurant for rent, furnished complete ready to start business. See Raywood, 515 Douglas ave
nue.

Open all the time, not closed part
of the time. . Tours for the best of
service and good eatings. The Bis

CO m

mark..

The Altar Guild of Saint Paul's Me
morial Episcopal church will meet to
morrow afternoon at the rectory on
National avenue.

And See the Beautiful Display of Roger

Guaran-tee-

d

Silverware, Which We are Giving as Premiums.
Let Us Give You a Card That Will Explain
how You may Secure any of These Pieces or Sets
--

--

Try a drum of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opra Bar.
See window display of new mid
summer felts. Strass'.

Good fiction on which
copyright has
E0 centa a volume
at A. P.
store. These books original
ly sold for $1.25 and $1.60, and still
rank as new books.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
expired
In the wood.
Direct from distillery Moran s

.

THE CASH GROCERj;r

1

Take advantage of tbe big July
clearance sale, now on at Bachar
Dave Sandoval, who played with the
ach'a.
Maroons last summer. Is again among
the crew, and will accompany the team
The Bismark, the home of good
cn it trip next week.
Open all the time. Depot li op
posite. ,
. The Bismark
has aet the standard
for the past 15 years, which all res
The ladles of tha Friendship club taurants
try to measure up to. K.
will gl?e a bakery tale at Hedgcock'a C. steaks and
Blsmarks. Try it.
store, Saturday, at 10 a. m.

'

I

Strata'.

15 to 33
per cent off In all
partments, at Bacharach'a.

RIGHT

t

off.

f

died b t night. Quigley was C5 jears
ot ate. He was a laborer by occupa
tion. 11a came to Las Vegas for bis
health. The funeral arrangements
which are in the hands of J. C. John
son & Son, have not been definitely
arranged, but burial probably will oc

Before a large audience this after
Mrs. Ida Kruse McFarlma of
the faculty of the University of .Don
ver, gave an interesting lecture ca
'The Principles of Literary CriOciom. '
Mrs. McFarlane
will give Iecture3
dally in the Normal University hail
at 4:15 o'clock. Her subject to:
will be "Paris." Mrs. MFur-lan- e
has a wide variety of suoiocts
uron which she can speak and she
will govern her selections by the
wishes of her hearers. Mrs. McFsr-lanby her charming readings and
lectures, made many friends here is it
summer and her return la a source
of gratification to all lovers of study
iu English literature.
e,

BIG KECUCTIDNS IN ALL DEPARTMENTS

cur here.

33

Pedro Gailegos of Albuquerque Is in
the county jail awaiting tne action of
the court Oalegos yesterday after
noon was arraigned in the court of
Justice Felipe Baca y Garcia on
the West side and pleaded guilty to
the charge of stealing a horse. Un
der the new constitution Gailegos
may be sentenced Immediately, not
awaiting the action of the grand Jury
or the formality of a trial. Gailegos
was arrested at Parajorito, a small
town near Albuquerque, after a long
chase by deputy, sheriffs. He at'end
ed the
fight here and
then, it is alleged, stole a horse from
a resident of the district east of the
Santa Fe tracks and started for home
Several other horses are said to have
disappeared about the time Gailegos
made his get away with the Las Ve
Flynn-Johnso-

noon

OUR MID SUMMER
SALE 15 NOW ON

ON

AND BOYS SUITS

MEN'S

NOTE THESE

n

RICES

AT
GO AT
CO AT
CO AT

OtQ.CO

SUITS CO

U12.00

SUITS

13.80

SUITS

15. CO
, JG.CO

SUITS

SUITS GO AT

13.50

20.

gas cab alio.
?

PER CENT DISCOUNT

1- -3

SUITS GO AT
OO SUITS GO AT
.

22.50

SUITS GO

25.C0

SUITS GO AT

AT

$

7.(77

O.00

0.00
10. OO
11. OO

12.35
13.35 :

15.00
10.65

U'A

PECULIAR NECKLACE
Greeley, Colo., July 17. Two four- foot bull snakes may be slightly more

cumbersome and hideous to the ma':1.-tude as a neoklaoe than chameleons or
lizards, but Miss Bessie Potter, leader
In the younger so.-letset, won 30
pounds of candy by wearing the unus'ial necklace adornment on (he
street yesterday.
Mis Potter captured the reptUs cn
Wild Cat mountain?, and in the presence of friends twined her new "pe;s"
ancut ctr neck. Her exhibition sug
gested the wager. Six of the paty
UMniffiy offered five pounds of choice
candy to see Miss Potter promenade
Ninth avenue carrying live suaks
aiwit her neck.
.
"A soft bet," declared the girt, v l oj
without a second's hesitation earrted
oat the provisions. ,
More than 500 stood aghast, and
their willingness to keep at a ''safj'
Jitluncc saved Miss Potter troub!3 Jn
making her way. She returned liame
and rut the reptiles in a box

M.

I

J

GREENBERGER

DELTOX
A marriage license was isiuel this
morning at the court house to WilTHE GREAT SUMMER
liam A. Worley, aged 27, of Gallup,
After a lengthy hearing Judge Dav
and Miss Olive A. Brent, aged
of id J. Leahy, hue yesterday, afternoon
Farmlngton, Mo.
ordered George Demtri committed
to the state hospital for the insane.
FOR PORCH, BED ROOM
Don't forget the big Spanish dance .uemitri is the mn who attempted
and free punch at Rosenthal hall to suicide here on the
morning of July
AND PARLOR.
night. Music consisting of piano and 2. He has been in the Las Vegas
drums will be furnished by Crltes nospital since. He has recovered
THE GREATEST GRASS
and Guerin, Everyone la welcome.
physically from the effects of his
wounds but his mind is said to be
FIBERS
The Maroons' mnagement has made badly deranged. The man has been
ill
in
in li ni I. un minimi
Ill
inn.
arrangements for securing the ser known since arriving here at Demij
vices of Tommy Lochard of Trinidad trez, Dnordtz and Demitri. It is be
in pne of the games In Dawson Sun lieved, however, that the latter is his
all sizes
day afternoon, when the locals moot correct name. The man was on his
the Miners in a double header con way of Macedonia
when he lost
test Lochard is a great twlrler and his reason. He has in his possession
TO
READY FOR BUSINESS.
Is expected to pitch the Maroons to a draft on a bank in France for a
The Romero Mining Co. wishes to
victory.
small amount. Tbe man is a Greek.
announce that they have completed
the installation of machinery for the
The Las Vegas Retailers' association
The marriage of Miss Olive A. concentration of ores in their plaut,
Put in one of these rugs add keep cool the rest of the
will hold a meeting tomorrow evening Brent of
and will receive all kinds of ore lot
Farmlngton, Mo., to
at 8 o'clock In the Las Vegas 'Coma
Summer.
A. Worley of Gallup, N. M., was concentration at'
very reasonable
mercial club rooms. At this time per celebrated this
morning at 11 o'clock price; will give mill run tests on
manent officers of the association, at the home Dr. and Mrs. E. B. Shaw any quantity desired. The capacity
which was
recently, under on the Plaza. Rev. J. S. Moore, rec- of the plant Is 50 tons of ore per
the laws of the State Retailers' asso tor of Saint Paul's Memorial Episco- day. Mill is situated 16 miles from
ciation, will be elected, and perman- pal church, performed the ceremony. Las Vegas. The freight rate on ore
"Complete Furnishers of The Home."
ent organization will be perfected. All The bride arrived this
morning on per ton from Las Vegas to the mill
of the merchants and business men the California Limited and Mr. Wor- Is $3. Address all commurncatio.is
of Greater Las Vegas are Invited to ley came in last evening.
Mr. Wor- to Margarito Romero, general manaattend this meeting.
ley is a brother of Miss Jessie Har ger. El Porvehir, N. M.
riet Worley, teacher of economics and
PW papers tor saw. Optic ornoe
history at the New Mexico Normal
He
in
is
the
of
University.
employ
the Cotton Mercantile company in
Dollars in Wear or
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
Gallup. The bridal couple in all prob
ability will leave tonight for
WANTED Experienced
saleslady.
Cents in Washing
None but experienced need apply.
Finest Quality Fruits and VeSPECIAL RATES AT HARVEY'S
Hoffman & Graubarth, Bridge St
From Field to Can
getables
For parties remaining one month or
The Same Day.
Which are you saving?
through the season. Address Harvey's
A few cents added to your
Ranch, city, or call at Cutler Bros. of
laundry bill will be well spent
fice 614 Lincoln avenue.
ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
if you receive In return a service so conscientious and painsAND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.
NOTICE
FRESH
DAY
EVERY
taking that your clothes wear
Lan Vegas, N. M, July 3, 1912.
four times as long.
To the Teachers of San Miguel CounNoted
Soft water, pure soap, careful
ty:
employes such service means
San
The
Miguel county institute
QUALITY PURITY
GOODS
a weekly economy on clothes
will begin on Monday morning the
that quickly runs Into dollars.
5th day of August, and continue for
four weeks. All teachers desiring to
Why not begin this economy
ASK YOUR GROCER FOR "FORT" BRAND
this week? A phone or postal
te&cn the coming year in any of the
in
The
Best
The
Gily
will bring a wagon to your door'
public schools of San Miguel county.
must attend the institute, to qualify
iHBUwt.u..yuiit..jtiBw
promptly.
under the law. San Miguel county
will need 30 more teachers this year
than last
The Institute fee will be two dolBread, Rolls,
lars, payable before being enrolled
'
'
All teachers are urged to attend the
V
..A
I I
full four weeks. The Institute will be
ii
Cookies,
Cakes,
be held in the south school building of
;
Las Vegas..
' Pheat Main St
617 Dough. Are
,

"

COME EARLY

J. H. STEARNS
GROCER- -,

-

RUG MADE

From 18x36 at 45 cents

In

...1..

9x12 at

$9.00

'

Wil-La-

GQH L

i CJ D W ' O O

SUGARITE
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

J.

JOHNSEN & SON

C;

"FORI" CANNED HOODS

....

i

We

DEO IT.

have on hand a complete stock of

SCREEN DOORS, WINDOW SCREENS AND WIRE SCREENING

At The. Most Reasonable Prices
'

Get our quotations befor buying:

LAS VEGAS

wdimR

GO.

Phone Main 150

At The Home dfrTJie Best
Of

Everything Ektable

For

Las Vegas. Steam

Pies,

Laundry

airtight fins packed
the
automatically-nhandling-al- l
rich, full flavor of these finest
berries kept for you. That's Chase
& Sanborn's S E AL BRA N D
Coffee In'

finest grown

M. F. DESMARAIS.
County School Superintendent

TURNIP SEED

l''

Every visitor in Las Vegas to call

Fried Cakes and

upon us. Bring your friends. Our store

5c per pkt, 10c per oz, 15c per

50c per

lb.

1--

4

lb.

,

Sixth
Street
'

507

pPDDV
,

-S-

nTfnT

EEDSMEN

&

0.

d

CTiT

tfUil

FLORIST- S-

Phoni
Vegas 121

is one of the show places of Vegas.

ROBERT J. TAUPERT

In packages or in bulk

,

SELLING AGENTS

'--

Doughnuts,

Cinnamon ilolls

ALL FRESH NEW CROP SEED

Plant now for winter tu"nips.

THE GHAAFS HAYMilDCO.,

y

"

'.

o

Coffee-th- e

CLEANLINESS

BAKERY

(

BOUCHER

Maker of Uncommon Jewlery.

"The Store of Satisfaction"
P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE

EVERYBODY

READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

